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Think of a space about 5 feet in height, 4
feet in width and 2 feet in depth. Then think of
your wardrobe, with all its subdivisions, and see
if you can not classify it completely in these seven
drawers, covering the space mentioned.
Drawers lose half their value when they fail
to run easily. We mount these drawers in a way
that makes them easily operated. Each drawer is
supplied with a stout lock.
The wood is solid white oak in a golden finish. There is no carving to add to the cost, and
no cheap decoration to belittle dignity. It is a
finely-made chiffoniere, sold at the bare cost of
the wood and workmanship.
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Rev. Thomas A. Becker, D. D., first
bishop of the diocese.
Is owned and published by the
The late Sister M. Agatha,
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO., formerly superior of St Vincent's
a corporation organized under the laws Hospital, Leadville, Col., was a sisof the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, ter of the Right Rev. P. A. Ludden,
and consisting of one hundred of the D. I)., of Syracuse, and had three
leading Catholic clergymen of New
cousins who were priests, and two
England.
sisters who were nuns.
OFFICERS:
It is stated that the Rev. Giuseppe
President, Right Rev. Monsignor O'Callaghan, D. D., P. R., South Boston, Mass. Petrelli, S. T. D. a former student
Vice-Pbksidknts: Right Rev. Monsignor at the Capranioa College and the
Murphy, Rev. James O'Doherty, P. R.
University in Rome, has
Rev. Edward McSweeny, Rev. James Gregorian
Coyle, Rev. Thomas Broderick, Rev. been appointed secretary of the
Daniel O'Sullivan, P. R., Rev. Thomas Apostolic Delegation in WashingSmyth.
ton to succeed the Right Rev.
Tbbasubbb, Rev. John O'Brien.
Frederick Z. Rooker, D. D.
Clkbk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Dibbctobs: Right Rev. Monsignor O'CalThe Rev. Thomas S. Ma.iok,
laghan, D. D., P. R., Right Rev. Monof the church of the Good
pastor
signor Griffin, D. D., Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis, P. R., Rev. John J. Lyons, Shepherd, Frankfort, Ky., who is
Rev. John O'Brien, Rev. Philip J. himself a convert, had the supreme
O'Donnell, Rev. William P. McQHaid,
Rev. Denis J. O'Fanell, Rev. John M. consolation of receiving recently
Muloahy.
into the fold of the Catholic Church
Managing Dibkctob, Rev. John O'Brien.
his venerable mother in Chatta\u2666
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Makes the stove an ornament. Used in Millions of homes.
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of these scholarships will be for the
American College in Rome, two at
the Catholic University in Washington, and six at various Catholic seminaries, including the Archdiocesan
Seminary in Dunwoodie.

sided at a meeting where a report of
the Guild work for the past seven
years was read.

We acknowledge with thanks an
invitation to attend the closing exercises of the John Boyle O'Reilly
Reading Circle in the Catholic
Union Hall, this city, on Tuesday
Term.
nooga,
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
evening, June 9, 1903.
Two
Subscription
Dollars
Yemrly
The Rev. T. P. Lucey, pastor of
Five Cents
Single Copies
of the Blessed Sacrament,
Mother Anna, one of the first
The cost of subscription may be re- the church
has
received
years
Mass.,
Northampton,
from
two
to
four
by
paying
duced
members of the Sisters of the Holy
In advance, as follows :
from the commissary-general of the Humility of Mary, who emigrated
S3-00 order of Friars Minor the faculties
Two Years
in a body to this countryfrom France
*?<*>
Three Years
and
admitting
membership
for
to
5.00
in 1864, for missionary work in the
Poor Years
the
of
bestowing
privileges
for
all
the
the
new world, died, May 20, at the
Persons wishing to canvass
Review must send a letter from their Third Order.
motherhouse in New Bedford, Perm.
pastor, when instructions and order
The golden jubilee of priesthood
A most interesting farewell reblanks will be mailed.
advertising.
of the Right Rev. Monsignor Felix ception was tendered on May 24 to
Special rates for local
Printed rates sent upon application.
M. Uoff, vicar-general of the Cleve- Rev. Edward J. Moriarity, now pasGeneral Advertising, 20 cents per line, land diocese, was celebrated, May 20,
tor of St. Peter's Church, Cam-

New York
29, in the
May
conferred diplomas,
church of Our Lady of Good Counsel, on the first graduates, fourteen
in number, of the Normal Training
School for Catechists, under the auspices of the famous oldConfraternity
of Christian Doctrine, founded in
Milan by St. Charles Borromeo in
the sixteenth century, and recently
introduced into New York. The aim
of this class is to fit men and women
of the laity for the great work of instructing, in the Catholic religion,
children who are regular attendants
at our Sunday schools, those of foreign birth and parentage, and those
also whose religious instruction has

.

?

...

agate.

at Villa Angela, the Ursuline AcadSend money by check, post-office order emy, Nottingham, wherehe has been
or registered letter ; not in bills.
Send all money and address all com- chaplain for twenty-five years. The
munications to the
observance was of a very quiet
Review Publishing Co.,
nature on account of the ill health
194 Washington St.,
of the venerable priest.
Boston, Mass.

The bishop and chapter of the
diocese, England, have
Portsmouth
Advertising Manager, Charles E. Putexile Benedictines, of
invited
the
nam, 194 Washington St., Boston.
at Douai, to take
college
the famous
In
the
Boston
matter
of
St.
College, WoolMary's
as
second-class
charge
Entered
Post Office, Deo. 1.1888.
hampton, and the invitation has
been accepted. The community
Saturday, June 6, 1903. consists of eighteen members, ten
being priests.
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
The Most Rev. John J. Williams, D. I)., archbishop of Boston,
The Rev. William S. Singleton, blessed, May 24, the principal bell
S. J., of Boston College, has been of the chimes to be placed in the
assigned to Fordham College to astower of St. John's Church, Peabody,
sist in the annual examinations.
Mass., of which the Rev. Michael J.
Five young ladies received the Masterson is pastor. The sermon
Dominican habit, and six novices was delivered by the Rev. Arthur
pronounced their vows, May 19, at J. Teeling, P. R., of St. Mary's
St. Joseph's Academy, Adrian, Mich. Church, Lynn.
We acknowledge with thanks an
The golden jubilee of the Rev. P.
invitation to be present, June 5, at F. Dissez, S. S., D. D., professor of
the dedication of the chapel of St. pastoral theology in St. Mary's SemJoseph's Home for Working and inary, Baltimore, Md., was celebrated
Immigrant Girls, 43 Brookline street, May 27, when Dr. Dissez offered the
Boston, in care of the Grey Nuns.
holy sacrifice of the Mass in presence
other
Fifteen novices received the of Cardinal Gibbons and many
was
delivthe
sermon
prelates,
and
white veil, and twenty Sisters made
their vows, May 19, at the Mallinck- ered by Archbishop Keane of Duone of
rodt Convent, motherhouse for the buque. Dr. Dissez has been
more
for
Mary's
at
St.
Sisters of Christian Charity, Wilkes- the faculty
than forty years.
barre, Penn.
Bishop Burke of Albany has anThe Right Rev. John J. MonaWilmington, nounced that the $40,000 bequeathed
ghan, D. D., bishop of
24, of the him by the late Monsignor McMay
laid the corner-stone,
in Dermott of Glens Falls, N. V., will
Apostle
church of St. Thomas the
is
thus
be used for scholarships to educate
Wilmington. The church
Right
young men to the priesthood. Two
dedicated in memory of the

curred May 15, when Archbishop
Kyan celebrated Mass, and the Rev
James P. Turner, chancellor, pre-

Archbishop Farley of

bridge, Mass., at the Massachusetts been neglected, likewise adults, be
Reformatory, Concord, of which he they in the outer world or inmates of
has been Catholic chaplain for ten institutions, charitable or penal.

years. Addresses were made by
Superintendent Scott, Chaplain Batt
(Protestant,) Mr. Frank Higgins,
and byFather Moriarity in response.
The music was rendered by a choir
of fifty voices from St. Bernard's
Church under direction of Father
Scanlan.
Through a cablegram from the
Superior-General of the Order of
the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary
it is announced that Pro-vicar
Libert Boeynaems has been appointed successor to the late Right
Rev. Gulstan F. Ropert, D. D.,
former vicar-apostolic of the Sandwich Islands. Bishop Boeynaems
was born in Antwerp in 1857, entered the novitiate of the Fathers of
the Sacred Hearts in 1875, and in
1881 was appointed to the Islands.
Last year he became an American
citizen in Wailuku.
The Dominican Sisters who have
charge of the Catholic Guild work
in Philadelphia have moved from
their first small and inconvenient
quarters on South street, to a house

18th and Wood streets, to be
known henceforth as the Dominican
House of Retreats and Catholic
at

RECENT DEATHS.
The Rev. Stanislaus F. Ryan,
pastor of the church of the Immaculate Conception, Washington, D. C,
died May 25.

Sister Josephine Louise died,
May 14, at Notre Dame Academy,
Roxbury, in the convent in which
she joined the Notre Dame Order
twenty-two years ago. She was
known in the world as Miss Catherine Crowley.
Sister M. Cleophas died, May 23,
at St. Mary's Orphan Asylum, South
Orange, N. J., at the age of eighty.
She had been a Sister of Charity for
forty-five years, and for thirty years
had been in charge of the orphan
children.
The Rev Joseph Caredda, S. J.,
died May 14 at Santa Clara College,
San Jose, Cal., of old age. He was
born in Cagliari in 1819, entered
the Jesuit Order in 1835, and came
to this country in 1848. In 1855,
he went to San Francisco by way of
Panama; and for forty-five years he
has labored faithfully in various
ways at Santa Clara.

Guild. Sister M. Bertrand, formerly
May their souls and the souls of
Miss Mary Hennessy of St. Peter's
parish, Dorchester, Mass., is superior all the faithful departed rest in
The formal opening of the house oc- peace.
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Ruddy, and that his being taken for Booth was Rios organized a religious and military movea case of mistaken identity. Ever since the ment and proclaimed himself a prophet. He
crime, therehave been people who believed that promised divine aid for an insurrectionary
In connection with the Booth escaped.
movement, and succeeded in hoodwinking many
Faneuil Hall on last of the ignorant natives, from whom he obtained
The Macabebes Ask various articles on the
Significant Irish= Tuesday
night was money. He secured a few arms and his band
friars in the Philippines
for a Friar.
which we print this week American Gathering. crowded with an Irish- terrorized the province of Tayabas, where they
in the Review, the following extract from the
American gathering,as- preyed upon their countrymen. Repeated efManila American of April 14, is not without in- sembled to do honor to the Hon. Joseph Devlin, forts were made to capture him; but they were
terest : "For the third time the Macabebes have M. P., on the eve of his departure for Ireland. without result until the authorities of a town,
made a request to the ecclesiastical authorities It was also the occasion of a reunion of the thirty while pretending to shelter the brigand, notified
in Manila, that an Augustinian Father be sent to branches of the United Irish League in and the constabulary of his presence, and he and
them to take charge of their diocese [parish, no around Boston, and the dual celebration filled some of his followers were made prisoners. No
doubt, is meant. Ed.] and minister to their spir- Faneuil Hall with sons and daughters of the doubt Mr. Rios, the self-styled Pope of Luzon,"
itual welfare. A deputation from these loyal Emerald Isle. Around the banquet tables were was a very strenuous opponent" of the friars.
natives, who have distinguished themselves so more than 500 men and women, who, after parThe absurd length to
much recently, is at present in Manila, and yes- taking of the good things set before them, enThe Color Line which race prejudice may
terday they presented the request to the relig- joyed a feast of music and oratory. The balconon Memorial Day. extend was well shown at
ious authorities. They ask that Augustinian Fa- ies were crowded to overflowing when the afterStaunton, Va., on Memothers be sent to them, as they prefer these to dinner exercises were begun.
Home Rule for
rial Day, when, because a colored citizen was
"
Tagalog priests or members of the Aglipayan or- Ireland" found a hearty response in the applause
on to make an address in the Federal
ganization. The petition is signed by a large of the representative men and women in the hall. called
cemetery near Staunton, the Rifles, a volunteer
number of Macabebes, representing the best part In the gathering were national, State and city oforganization, refused to fire a salute over the
ficials, and representatives of the Catholic and
of the community."
dead and left the ground. It was with the
We learn from the Protestant clergy, all of whom spoke eloquently
understanding that no negroes should particiBishop Bradley and Guidon that on the re- of the work of the honored guest of the evening
pate in the ceremonies that the Rifles agreed to
cent choice by the voters in this country, and also hoped for a speedy
the License
march to the cemetery, which is about a mile
Commissioners. of New Hampshire of a settlement of the Irish question at home.
from Staunton, and fire a salute at the close of
license system, in place
In his address on Memo- the exercises. The first part of the programme
of the system of prohibition which had obtained A Plea for Peace, rial Day before the Harwas duly carried out.
Colonel Hampton H.
in that State for many years, the Right Rev.
vard Memorial Society, in Wayt was the speaker of the day.
At the close
Denis M. Bradley, bishop of Manchester, ad- Cambridge, Mass.,Mr.Austen G.Fox,of New York,
of the cemetery
Keeper
of
the
oration
Lewis
dressed a lettertothelicense commissioners of that though speaking of those who died in war, made
called on Minister Lewis, United States Reprecity, in which he suggested that the establish- a plea for peace. He said: "We are told now that
sentative to Liberia, to make a few remarks.

WTehk'sNews.

ment of

liquor saloons be forbidden in localities

where rum-shops are usually thickest, namely, in
the poorer residential districts. The Bishop's
excellent letter, part of which we give below,
had, it is gratifying to say, the desired effect.
His recommendation has been strictly followed,
the Guidon tells us, and no saloons will be
placed in the localities designated. Here is the
letter : "Gentlemen, Assuming that the legislative
body which recently caused a license measure to
be passed in our State had in view the diminishing of the evils arising from the use of intoxicating liquors; and assuming that the citizens of
Manchester had a like end in view in confirmingby
their vote of last Tuesday, the action of the members of the legislature, I beg to ask your honorable body to emphasize the will of the legislative
assembly of the citizens of Manchester by forbidding the establishment of places where liquor will
be sold, in what one may be permitted to term the
residential parts of the city for the least wealthy.
The very great majority of the people in the localities in question come under my spiritual care,
and their welfare, spiritual and temporal, is, as
it should be, a matter of deepest concern to me.
It goes without saying that intemperance, and
the domestic miseries consequent thereto, will be
verv much increased if the shops in which liquor
is sold, and in which men congregate to drink
liquor, be placed at the very doors of the people."
A strange story comes
from Oklahoma, to the effect that a man named
David A. George who recently committed suicide has been identified as
John Wilkes Booth, the assassin of President
Lincoln. The story runs that after Lincoln was
shot Booth escaped to the Garrett plantation in
Virginia, whence he fled to central Kentucky.
He later settled at Glenrose Mills, Tex., where
he conducted a store for several years as John
St. Helen. It is said that the man, killed in the
Maryland barn by Boston Corbett, was named
May be
J. Wilkes Booth.

.

we have become a world power, and that we can
secure our full share of the commerce of the Pacific, only by showing ourselvesready andableto fight
for it, and to that end we are urged to "keep on"
building battleships until we shall have a navy of
The idea that we
overwhelming force.
shall grow greater, or secure a wider acceptance
of our goods in the markets of the world, by increasing our burdens of military or naval estabtablishments may prove to be a delusion, and we
may be permitted to doubt whether a great navy
maintained avowedly to enforce our hold on the
Pacific makes only or surely for peace.

.

.

. . .

Commerce may be the life-blood of the nation,
but it is not worth the life-blood of a single
man slain in a war whose only motive is the
sordid one of gain. If war be hell, who shall
justify the making of a hell on earth to secure a
largertrade ?"
The placing of an EngTore Down
lish flag on a pole from
the British Flag. the second story front
window of a Philadelphia
residence caused a small riot on the morning of
Memorial Day. There were many American
flags displayed on the same street, and the sight
of the English emblem on Memorial Day angered
the crowd. A mob of several hundred persons
soon gathered and demanded that the flag be
taken down.
" Get a rope," shouted a man in
the mob, and volunteers ran for it. The rope
was quickly thrown over the flagpole, and amid
the shouts and execrations of the excited mob
the British emblem was hauled down.
Despatches from Manila,
The
this week, reported that
"Pope of Luzon" Rios, the self - styled
to be Hanged.
" Pope of Luzon," who,
at the head of a band of
men, committed many crimes, and who was captured last month, has been sentenced to be
hanged. Twenty-seven of his followers have
been sentenced to long terms of imprisonment.

As soon as he rose, the captain of the Rifles
called to his men to fall in. There were a few
sharp orders, and they took the back track for

Staunton, followed by citizens who had come
out to take part.

Minister Lewis completed his

address, but no salute was fired over the graves
of the dead wearers of the Blue.
By a yea and nay vote of
"Anti=Trust" Bill 89 to 73, the MassachuFails.
setts House last Tuesday
struck the enacting clause
the
from
" anti-trust" bill, so called, the object
of which was to prevent combinations or agreements for the purpose of maintaining or enhancing the price of the necessities of life, farm
products having been exempted. On May 26
this bill was passed to be engrossed by a vote of
96 to 64. The Legislature's action on Tuesday
is looked upon in some quarters as marking the
end of all labors of the special committee appointed in January to investigate the coal situation and recommend action to meet it. This
committee reported three measures?a bill to
regulate the weighing of coal, coke, charcoal, etc.,
in amendment of the present law ; a resolution
favoring a constitutional amendment permitting
municipal fuel yards; and the " act relative to the
sale of merchandise." The first two propositions
were killed before the enactment stage.

The

third had been stubbornly fought in the House
and indifferently in the Senate, and when it was
rejected the act was hailed by the opposition as
marking the complete iiuliiication of the work of
the coal investigation committee.
The reports fromAlabama
of the enforced slavery of
negroes in that State are
not very flattering to our
boast of being a free country. Witnesses before
the federal grand jury have testified that death
resulted from the punishment accorded a negro
woman, accused of being rebellious.
Slavery Still in
Alabama.

WhEadtiS
Corslc ay.

iii a country in which they are strangers, it
should not be so hard for the natives of the land
to thrive.
As it is, the market for unskilled
But One Consistent Course.
labor in Ireland is better than in America. From
"There is but one consistent course for Prot- all over the country, comes the cry that workingestants who are ashamed of their Protestantism," men can
hardly be got for love or money. And
says the Pilot, "and that is to forsake the name yet the outgoing steamers are crowded with the
and the thing, and come boldly into the one, bone and sinew of
the land."
true Catholic Church. Then the world will
#
#
*
know them for Catholics, and will call them Something
we may do.
Catholics."
#
#
" Xow that the French bishops have begun to
*
take action," says the Messenger, "it behooves
The Church's Indestructibility.
Catholics in every land, especially in our liberty"The end is not yet," declares the Rosary
loving republic, to enter protest in the name of
Magazine, referring to the persecution of the
religious freedom, against a tyranny which aims
Church in France. The enemies of the Church
at nothing short of destroying the Church in
"
are slow in learning the lesson of her power, France. We owe it to ourselves and to our
and the futility of every attempt to maim her.
non-Catholic fellow-citizens, an well as to the
For nearly two thousand years has she been
Catholics of France. Wo need to show- our
existing, and every assault upon her life and appreciation of the religious, one of the essential
usefulness has but added another page to the
factors of our religion, and we need to reassure
glorious record of her divine foundation and her those who do not believe with
us, that the
consequent indestructibility."
religious are misrepresented by their enemies
»
*
*
for reasons altogether creditable to the victims.
No Use to Change the Name.
Finally we ought to support them in their
"So far the movement [to change the name of
demand for justice, and in their determination
the Protestant Episcopal Church] seems to be to insist on a chance, at least,
to maintain their
in favor only with the clergy," says the Catho- rights
by testing, by due process of law, the
lic World. "Of ten conventions held recently
validity of the legislation enacted against them.
to discuss the matter, only'one?-Florida?voted
From this time on, every gathering of Catholics
for a change, and that by a large majority; but
in the United States, alumni of colleges meeting
the name of American Catholic Church was
for commencements, priests in retreat, conference
carried by a small majority. In the conventions, and synod, all should make formal and solemn
the lay element was decidedly against the change,
protest against the tyranny and cruelty of the
and many who voted for change did not know French government."
what change they wanted. But, alas! to give a
child a new name does not change the circum- PERSECUTING THE CHURCH IN FRANCE.

stances of its birth."

»

#

We Are

(Jlad

*

to Hear This.

The yew Century is optimistic. Tt remarks,
apropos of the oft-iterated assertion that the
Church iv this country loses many of its members by leakage " : This pessimistic ' yawp '
"
"
ought to stop ; the facts in the case are easily
procurable. Statistics, which do not lie, prove
that 'Catholic losses' are the myths of the unthinking or the over-emotional. Anyone who
will consult the reports of the last census will see
that the Catholic population of this country has
increased beyond the most sanguine hopes."
»

*

An Interesting Suggestion.

*

BOATUYHFERM
A"SNLDV OSLEM."
No. II.

But the Third Republic brushes aside (lie most
important clause of the Concordat, the Charter
of 1830, the Loi Falloux of 1850, and thescholar
laws of 1885, with the utmost unconcern. " What
do we care for legality?" Quite as little as they
care for the wishes of the whole country expressed by innumerable petitions and the vote of
the Municipal Councils of the 1500 communes of
France whom the government consulted. One
thousand and seventy-five of them voted for the
Congregations ; about 400 voted against; the rest
abstained. The attitude of the masses in every
place where the Congregations were dispersed
by the police and the regular army leaves not
the slightest doubt that, if a referendum had been
resorte 1 to, more than two-thirds of the nation
would have voted for liberty and the Congrega-
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persecutors shall have completely thrown off the
mask, another page will be added to her glorious
history.
Jealous no doubt of M. Trouillot's laurels, M.
do Pressense, son of a Protestant pastor, has attached his name to a project of law for what is
hypocritically called The Separation of the
"
churches and the State," meaning a project for
the complete subjugation of the Catholic Church
in order to secure its suppression in France.
It is desirable, I think, that the Lodges should
do their worst here and now, but it is not improbable that M. Waldeck-Rousseau is coming back
soon, and a halt will be called, machine en arriere. M. Combes and his employers must see
that they have gone too far. Civil war on a
small scale has been raging in the streets in
many points of France, for two or three weeks;
and if the French Catholics carried concealed
weapons as people do in Kentucky and South
Carolina, the streets would have been running
blood. As it is, there have been innumerable
bruised and broken heads and limbs, and no end
of arrests; among others, M. dc Dion, a deputy,
wearing his insignia of office,appeared handcuffed
before the police court and was condemned to
three days' imprisonment for "manifesting." A
young lady of twenty, Mademoiselle dc Morene,
was condemned to eight days' imprisonment for
having said to a justice of the peace that he acted
like a coward, because he had beaten a hasty retreat when he found himself confronted by a few
hundred men in the hall of a convent. Here on
my boulevard at 4 a. v., two squadrons of cavalry
were called upon to aid the police in beating
back the crowds who were "manifesting" against
the expelling of the Franciscans and the closing
of a chapel. At Marseilles and other places, the
regular cavalry charged the crowds, and barricades bad to be erected in the streets. Of course
all these grand manifestations of popular feeling
are belittled or suppressedby the correspondents
of the American papers. In the Evening J'ost
of April 25, a M. Othon Guerlac, with lofty affectation of impartiality, echoes all the commonplaces of ministerial calumnies against the Congregations, but he has not a word to say about
the illegalities of the proceedings of the government from first to last.
The indignant protestations of the foreign
colony on the Riviera have suspended for a time
the closing of churches on this coast. The ministerials have not even the courage to do evil
logically and consistently, with equal injustice to
all. Arbitrary tyranny marks all their acts, even
the most insignificant. M. Waldeck-Rousseau,
in his famous political speech two years ago,
declared religious vows contrary to French public law; and in the same breath almost, he introduced the law of 1901 inviting the Congregations
to demand authorization ! His colleague, M.
Brisson, at one of the recent sessions at which
fifty-four religious orders were executed in
globo, loftilj declared that the Republic would
never put its signature to an act alienating human liberty." And at that very moment some
three or four orders were nestling under the protecting wing of M. Combes. One of these orders,
St. John of God, has an excellent establishment
at Paris for men in need of surgical operations,
similar to the one conducted by the Sisters of
St.Augustino at which MadameWaldeck-Rousseau
was recently operated upon. None of these Congregations will be interfered with, no matter how
heinous their vows may be. It would be foolish,
I repeat, for Catholics to rejoice at the return of
ot'.M. Waldeck-Housseau. M. Combes has simply
been hired to do an odious job; he will retire
gracefully as the former did last year ; bnt the
plans of the Lodges will be carried out with un-

"How is it," asks the Catholic Transcri/>t,
"that in the abundance of society rituals no
dedication of a public building seems complete
without recourse to the symbolism of Masonry f
The novelty of some other organization display- tions.
With the astute hypocrisy characterizing him,
ing the strength and beauty of its ceremonial
would suffice to attract new spectators to these Waldeck -Rousseau professed intense interest
gorgeous scenes. Fraternity frowns on the ex- in the secular clergy and declared that the Law
clusive spirit which monopolizes so many public of 1901 was devised to protect them from the
and semi-public occasions. In the march of encroachments of the monks. lie thought to
fraternal organizations there ought to be room divide and conquer. Now that seventy-two
"
for all. It would be interesting to observe how bishops have petitioned the Chambers on behalf
the suggestion would be received, were Catholic of the Congregations, and the secular clergy have
societies, like the Knights of Columbus and the Openly and solemnly identified their cause with
Ancient Order of Hibernians, to lay claim to the that of the religious Congregations, this ministerial fiction can no longer be maintained. The
prerogative so restricted at the present day."
Left, or ministerial block," is clamoring already
"
#
*
*
for the suppression of the secular clergy who,
No Excuse now tor Irish Emigration.
Commenting on Irish emigration which still tiny say. are all " in connivance with the con.
continues despite all that is said or written to grcgationalists."' M Combes has issued a circudiscourage it, the L,eader, of San Francisco, lar to all bishops, requiring that all churches and
says: " The saddest part of this whole >;i'l chapels " not concordataire," or parochial, be
business is that there is no longer any reason for closed, and threatening to close even the parish
this exodus. Ireland now needs all her children churches if any member of a religious order be
not only for sentimental reasons but also for allowed to preach in them. Only four bishops, I
economic reasons. If the resources of the coun- am glad to say, have had " the courage to suba ministerial organ.
try were developed, there would be plenty of mit," to use the words of
work for every one within her shores. When The language in which the French prelates have relenting, long-drawn, Satanic astuteness. This
of the is the peril I signalized (March 17, 1900) in my
the English and the Scotch, the Swiss and the expressed their non possumus is worthy
Jews, can make a living and make a good living best traditions of the Church; and when the first article from France.
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EditoralNotes.
The work of our Catholic missionaries in heathen lands is brought vividly before our readers,
this week, in the pictures which we present on
pages 9 and 11.

Evkrv Catholic American would be benefited
by a careful perusal of the articles dealing with
the Philippines and the friars which will be
found in our paper, this week.

There is a story told of a little girl who, on
leaving home with her parents for the vacation
season, took a farewell look at the city house,
threw a kiss skyward and shouted : Good-bye
"
God ! We are going to the country." A very
shocking youngster this, no doubt, to have given
such plain vent to her feelings, yet how many
adult Catholics act when going away for the
summer as if they might truthfully echo her
words! The salvation of one's soul is as important in summer as in winter, and the obligation of hearing Sunday Mass just as imperative.
It is difficult therefore to understand the attitude
of some people who are good Christians the rest
of the year, but who, when going away for a sum-

Various phases of the situation in France are
presented in the articles on pages 4, 8 and 9 :
the Church in France," and the mer vacation,
" Persecuting
separate themselves as far as posof Nancy's Fearless Answer to M.
Bishop
sible from a Catholic Church.
"
Combes."

Says our esteemed exchange, Truth, in a reSome of our esteemed sectarian friends affect
cent number :?
much indignation at the passive resistance of
"There are many indications that in the next
the French religious to the Law of Associations,
few years a great number of earnest Episcopalians
but they are heartily in favor of the passive
will become Catholics. Not a few are separated
resistance" of English nonconformists to the from us at present by a veiling of the
thinnest

"

"

"

provisions of the English education

act.

When Dewey entered Manila, the Filipinos
with arms in their hands against Spanish rule
were designated by American newspapers as
the Filipino army."
When later these arms
"
were turned against ourselves, the fighting Filipinos were known as insurrectos," or rebels."
"
"
Later, after much pacification which didn't
pacify, they were called " ladrones." Now, we
notice, they are referred to as " fanatics."
The suspicious attitude of mind, which so
many excellent non-Catholics bring to bear upon
the Catholic Church and all connected therewith,
is well hit off in the following lines in an English exchange:?
"A priest is polite '.' "lis his Jesuit plot
To inveigle oneover to Rome, Is it not?
A priest is reserved? 'Tis his deeply laid plan
To pretend not to try to catch souls if he can."

Over in Germany a young naval ensign who
killed a private because the latter did not salute
him properly has been given, not the death
sentence he deserves, but six years imprisonment, only. Here is food for much moralizing
on the part of American editors. Put before

they say too much, let them reflect that here, in
our own beloved land of liberty, we have an exofticer of the army who murdered a Filipino
Catholic priest and who has not even been " investigated."

There are Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Saxons.
In the Baptist Standard, of Chicago, C. M. Roe,
describing a visit to Vera Cruz, says:?

" A darky looked after our baggage. lie was
an important personage, with his white suit and
conspicuous jewels, had traveled and was opinion-

ated. He hailed from Belize, in British Honduras,
and was fond of discussing world politics. His
disquisition on the present situation was closed by
the remark that ' we Anglo-Saxons can lick the
earth.'"

It needs but the tearing of this away, and

gauze.

the full light of truth will flood their souls. We
extend to them the fullest welcome and the most
earnest (wish): 'Cod speed the day!'

"
"
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prophecy of the unfailing continuance of the
Catholic Church until time shall cease to be!
The Boston Herald is of the opinion, which
seems an eminently sound one, that to change
the title of the Protestant Episcopal church
to American Catholic," would, very naturally,
be resented both by Americans and by Catholics
in the ordinarily accepted sense of the word.
Looking at the matter from a purely business

"

standpoint, the Herald says:?

" Enormously expensive lawsuits are fought
out in defence of sole right and title to a name or
trademark and, in this respect, public morality
among Americans generally sets a black eye of
reprobation on anybody who seeks to ' jump another man's claim'?often as they themselves try
to do it when they get a fair chance to. Just in
the same way they feel about political and religious names and trademarks. They cherish no
disposition to go into them etymologically, or to
raise the previous question whether a Puritan is
always pure, or a Methodist always methodical,
or a Catholic always all-embracing, or a Universalist never, in the extremest circumstances, inclined
to consign any one to the pit. Thus are they perfectly willing that the Catholic should be free to
enjoy his own name, so long as the Presbyterian
or Baptist or Unitarian shall be equally free to
enjoy his own. But they do resent infringements
of patents, especially when the new-claimedpatent
merely makes off with the trade advantages of
the name, and retains none of the intrinsic merits
of the original invention."

;

Let us carefully remember that more things
are wrought by prayer than this world dreams
of." Let us suffer no day to go by withoutits burden of earnest supplication, to be carried up at
night with it to the throne of God, an entreaty
that will not be gainsaid, for the conversion of Let the President Know the Facts!
Our Manila letter on page 9 raises a very seriall men to His one true Church.
ous question. It is not any longer the friars :
A story comes from Syracuse, N. V., which whether they will go or stay ; or whether they
certainly has a very pointed moral. Last Decem- must sell their property, or at what price. The
ber Arthur O'Connell appeared before Judge burning question now is, Shall the Filipinos be
Koss and asked that his name be changed to Cor- allowed to practice their religion ? May their
?
nell, lie set forth that his Irish name
was a children be baptized May the people have an
opportunity
going
of
to Mass and to confession?
hindrance to him in business,and would blast his
ambition for future success. The petition was Shall the sick and dying receive the last sacragranted. On May 20 he again appeared before ments? Catholics know that all this requires
Judge Ross, with an attorney, and said that he the services of a priest; Protestants don't know
w as tired of his English name, and wanted it and probably don't care. There is no need of
changed back to O'Connell. When he lost his Protestant missionaries robbing the people of
Irish name, he said, he lost his Irish friends, their Catholic faith, while Governor Taft forbids
which were more than he gained under his Eng- priests to minister to their spiritual wants. Does
lish cognomen. After a strong argument by the President Roosevelt understand this religious
attorney the petition was granted. Judge I,'oss situation of the people ? We can't believe that
then turned to O'Connell and said Now, young he does. Roosevelt is a thoroughly honest man ;
man, I want to know if you have fully made up there is not a particle of religious bigotry in his
your mind what you want to be called in the make-up. Give him the inside facts, and we befuture ? (VConnell replied that his old name was lieve he will apply the remedy. It is unfortunate
" good enough." Good enough ! We should say that the raising of these questions awakens the
that it was too good for such a weak-minded suspicion of political motives. The Review, as
is well known, has no political leanings, and the
creature as Arthur.
President has no greater admirer or more loyal
Tin-: Literary JHgest for May "23 contains follower that the writer of these words. We,
the following translation from the Buffalo therefore, are not open to the suspicion of politiPolawk Ameryce in relation to the independent cal motives when we insist that this crying
Polish church movement in this country:?
wrong now being done to the Catholic Filipinos
must be brought to the attention of the Presi" Not long since the ringleaders of the independent church threatened to draw over from the
dent. The Catholic editors who support the
Catholic Church all the Poles living in the United
President should call on him in a body, and exStates, and to form a separate sect. Today they
pose the cruel wrong that is being done in his
are iinding out that their boasts were vain, and
name, although, as we believe, without his full
T

:"

"

that not only are they unable to convert the Poles
to their cause, but that even the handful which at
first allowed themselves to be seduced from the
true faitli are daily thinning out. Soon will come
the time when there will be left of these independents only a disagreeable memory. The ringleaders have discovered what other heretics and
apostates have discovered before them?that the
Catholic Church not only can not be destroyed,
but it even can not be shaken, that it is not in
human power to defeat that which was founded
by .lesus Christ Himself."

Ax American Protestant missionary, writing
in the Independent from the island of Guam,
tells of the great improvement which American
rule has made there ; but he notes one exception
?the schools. Out of four years of American
rule, he says, only eight months of schooling has
been provided. He says that under the Spanish
the people of Guam had schools?poor ones, it is
true, but still schools, which showed a purpose
to do something for the training of the natives ;
The leader of the independent movement
but the schools started under American occupation only ran for eight months, and then col- sagely remarks that "when the Papacy conies
lapsed for lack of funds. Since then no attempt to an end, Protestantism will cease to be, for
has been made to supply the natives with any there will be nothing left against which to protest"! This sounds like a sort of I Salaam's

knowledge.

DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART.
Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus is a solemn protest against formality, coldness and indifference in religion. The devotion was introduced into the world by Our Lord Himself,
through the agency of the Blessed Margaret Mary
Alacoque, a French Visitation nun, in the latter
part of the seventeenth century.
The history of the development of this devotion, in its various stages, through the agency of
this holy nun, is a very extraordinary one. That
(>ur Lord did actually appear to her, and hold
communication with her in regard to the establishment of this devotion throughout the world,

there can be no reasonable doubt; at least, there
can be no doubt among Catholics who believein
the supernatural, and have confidence in the
sanction of the authorities of the Catholic Church.

sooner or later suffers. Nevertheless, it is the conviction of many people here, Catholic and Protestant, that it was bad policy, even from a purely
political point, to interfere with the Church, and
cripple her efforts to keep the faith burning, in
these people, through the terrible crises they underwent during the last six years, and are still un-

It is worthy of particular notice that this devotion was introduced at a time of great laxity,
worldliness, and indifference to religious obligadergoing."
tions ; and its design, evidently, was to appeal to
And the writer says, further along, in the same
the hearts of the people, to break through the
letter :?
crust of worldliness and tepidity, and to arouse
"It is asserted by men who have been here since
in the people a spirit of true devotion and love
the American army first came, and who have had
to our Lord Jesus Christ as our most dearSaviour
plenty of opportunity to study the question, that,
and Redeemer. It seeks to inflame the hearts
if the friars had been allowed to go back to their
of the people with love, by leading them to conparishes, there would be peace and contentment
template the infinite depths of divine love which now in these Islands."
glows in the heart of our Blessed Lord and
And again:?
Saviour for them. A religion without love is
"In the parishes where the friars have charge,
really no religion at all ; at least, it is not a religneither rebellion against the State nor disorder in
ion that has power to bring peace and happiness
religious matters exists."
to the soul, and prompt to acts of charity and
We notice, also, in the Augustinian Good
Counsel Magazine, another letter from Father
devotion.
The success of this devotion is most wonderful, O'Mahoney, reiterating his former testimony to
most consoling and encouraging. With the manithe worth of the Spanish friars. He says (and
fest blessing of our Lord Himself it has spread his evidence, as a trained and educated man,
throughout the known world, and wherever it an American and a priest, ought to be worth
has been established it has been attended with consideration by all who would learn the truth
improvement in the spirit and habits of the peo- concerning the character of the friars in the
ple. It is a standing protest against the popular Philippines):?
Protestant notion that the Catholic Church en" I doubt if there is a more refined, intellectual
or religious body of men in the world than the
courages formality and mere external conformity
much maligned and persecuted body of friars livto religious duties.
ing in the city of Manila. Where you have asked
In fact the great recommendation of this devotion is that it is essentially practical. It is for my opinion I have given it; here it is not a matter of opinion nor of faith, but of sight. Any Amerfor all the children of the Church whatever their
ican, Catholic or Protestant.who has lived in close
station of life. The man of business, the procontact with them will tell you the same."
fessional man, the working man each finds in
In view of the foregoing statements the quesit that which he needs to make him more like
tion,
Why are not the friars now congregated at
unto Christ.
Manila, allowed to return to their parishes ?
Never, perhaps, has there been a time when
grows more pressing from day to day. Evidently
this devotion was more needed than at the a great injustice is being perpetrated
not only on
present, when the hearts of the great mass of the friars but on the Catholic people of the Philpeople are absorbed with greed for money, and ippines. Why is it allowed to continue ?
ambition for worldly success. Let those who
care at all for the salvation of their souls and the CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
good of their fellow men, if they are not already
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
members of a Sacred Heart society, make haste
CCLV.
to join ; and let us all pray for the triumph of
Professor Foster, in Part 11., Chapter 1., of
the devotion not only in our own hearts, but
his work, says : " The central point in the conthroughout the world.
troversy of Protestants with the Roman Church
is the claim which that Church makes to possess
TAFFRIARS.
THNDE
divine authority to prescribe the doctrines which
men
must believe, as well as the course of practiA pamphlet entitled "Some Correspondence of
cal
conduct
which they must pursue."
Spanish and American Friars in the Philippines
This
form
of statement can not be called happy.
with their Augustinian Brothers in the United
sense of it seems to be that doctrine
The
natural
States," which has been sent to us by the Very
are believed to be discretionary,
and
morals
Rev. James T. O'Reilly, O. S. A., of Lawrence,
like
Christ is held by Catholics to
discipline.
Mass., contains striking evidence of the falsity of
the Roman Church the full
have
committed
to
the oft-repeated statement that the Filipino peothe Catholic Church at
of
over
keys
the
ple are bitterly opposed to the friars. The let- power
disciplinary
for
all
purposes, so that Rome
large,
ters given show that, as a matter of fact, the
not
immediate
direction from God,
determines,
by
Filipinos as a whole wish the friars to return to
her
what bishops shall
present
by
judgment,
their parishes, and that those who arc hostile to but
sees
what
shall
be the conditions
;
the P'athers are in reality only a small minor- occupy what
institution
; what rights
episcopal
ity who make up in noise what they lack in num- of a lawful
monastic
chapters,
or
foundations, shall
bers. Members of the Katipunan?men tainted pastors or
;
what local usages
against
bishops
the
with so-called " liberalism," atheism and other enjoy over
from
to
derogate
general canon
'isms?are those who have given color to the as- shall be allowed
Church
shall
;
be under
sertion that the friars are not wanted by the law what parts of the
in what regions a
Filipinos, and that their return to their former Propaganda and what not;
shall be allowed and in what
parishes would be opposed even with violence. married priesthood
Latin,
Greek, where Slavonic,
where
not;
where
It is to be regretted that the policy of the Taft
be
used in the Mass ;
shall
tongues,
administration on this friar question seems to or other.
shall
liturgy
prevail in what
of
the
have been formed entirely on the Katipunan idea. what form
conditions
of
valid
district;
marriage shall
what
One letter in the pamphlet above-mentioned,
in
each
what
country;
imposed
fasts and
written by the Rev. D. J. O'Mahoney, O. S. A.) be
obligatory.
locally
feasts
shall
be
has
been
in
year
Manila, contains
who since last
All such matters, being in themselves "indifferthis passage:?
ent and alterable," are held to have been by
"It was an unfortunate day for the Church when,
Christ committed wholly to the discretion of the
for political reasons, Governor Taft allowed himRoman See. As Bellarmine and St. Alphonso
self to interfere in the religious question, contrary
Liguori remark, extreme and manifest unwisto all American precedents in the matter. When
dom or oppressiveness could alone excuse from
politics are mixed up with religion, religion
?
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obedience. As Dr. Byrne says, no simply ecclesiastical law binds Christians to incur grievous
incommodity. Yet the presumption is always for
a compliance, especially since, as observed by
three eminent Episcopalians, Dr. Briggs, Bishop
Creighton, and Bishop Stubbs, Rome has from
of old been remarked for a calm and central
view of things, and in general for a tolerant
reasonableness in her disciplinary enactments.
Now I can not believe that Dr. Foster really
supposes that Catholics view Rome as having the
same discretionary powerof prescribing faith or
morals as of prescribing discipline. Yet the word
"prescribe" naturally signifies that anything is a
matter of optional enactment. Moreover, most
Protestants vaguely imagine Rome to claim very
nearly the same powerof altering faith or morals
as of altering discipline. Nay, when a Baptist
paper (and that not Southern Baptist) lately declared that Catholics hold the voice of the
Church to be as good as the voice of God, "or
better," in determining all matters whatever, the
unspeakable foulness of this horrible calumny
appears not to have evoked the faintest remonstrance from any one of its many readers.
Of course I do not for a moment imagine Dr.

Foster to stand in the category of such evil men
as these two Northern Baptist editors. He is
plainly a Christian, a scholar, a thinker ; never
falling into virulence, and sincerely solicitous to
present Roman Catholic doctrine objectively as
it is. Perfectly candid he is not, for, as Albert
Reville says, who of us is perfectly candid in
controversy? Where you find candor perfect,
as in Augustus Neander, controversy has disappeared. You may say the same of Mandell
Creighton. On the other hand, when Luther is
discussing with Rome, or with Henry VIII., you
do not find in him the remotest approach to
truth, honesty, decency, or to any Christian
quality whatever. T have road two of his

works through in the German, his answer to
Henry, and"The Freedom of a Christian Man,"
and as Dr. Janssen points out, it is astonishing
to see the contrast between the marvelous spiritual beauty of the latter, and the embodied ruffianism of speech and temper in such works as
the former. Therefore, when we are talking of
Luther we ought always to signify which Luther
we are talking of, for it almost seems as if there
were two souls in the one man.
To come back to commonplace men, like Dr
Foster and me, I have no doubt that he would
be as nearly detached from Protestant prejudices
as I can claim to be, in his presentation of Catholic doctrine, had he too had a childhood fusing
the remembrances of the two religions, and then
been for years secluded from ecclesiastical urgencies among the tropical mountains, and afterwards in an invalid's chamber. As he has not
been thus dealt with, he is still, with all honesty
of purpose, imperfectly able to detach himself
from the commonplaces of Protestant prejudice.
Otherwise he would hardly use " prescribe" for
the profoundly different word define," or "de"
clare," or "expound," or for "set forth."
There is the more occasion here for insisting
on the utmost exactness of expression, as so distinguished and deeply read a man as Mr. Henry
Charles Lea evidently imagines doctrine at least,
if not morals, to be alterable at the will of the
Church. As I have several times cited his words,
he expressly declares his belief that Catholics
hold it to be within the power of an infallible
Pope, assisted by an infallible Council, to convert an article of faith into a simple provision
of discipline, or to make the same thing a matter
of faith here and of mere discipline there !
We see here how sometimes no possible
breadth of reading will enable a man to penetrate into the interior apprehension of a system
from which he is alienated by inveterate prepossessions. Mr. Lea is one of the great writers of
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the day, yet here, in a vital point, he suddenly
lapses into as vulgar a misapprehension of Roman
Catholic doctrine, although certainly into no
such vulgar expression of it, as would have been
possible to a Townsend or a Lansing. His
blunder over the attitude of the Church towards
Jews and Saracens, and how the Nation had to
help him out of it, I have already mentioned.
Such a fundamental misunderstanding is the
less excusable, inasmuch as the Vatican definition has taken the utmost pains to render it impossible. The Pastor attemus expressly reminds us that the Holy Ghost has not been given
to Peter and his successors in order to communicate new doctrines, but in order to render
them faithful in the interpretation of the original revelation.
Therefore the Church does not for a moment
imagine that she has any power, through Pope
or Council, to jirescribe faith, as she can prescribe discipline. She can only declare faith, a
doctrine of faith as it has been from the beginning, and will be to the end.
In two senses only can she be inexactly said to
prescribe faith. Where an opinion is disputed in
the Church, some holding it to be a part of the
apostolic revelation, others holding it, even if
true, to be not revealed, there the Holy See is
held to have the power of defining whether or not
the former opinion is true. After an affirmative
decision, but not previously, to deny it advisedly
puts a man out of the Church.
So also when an article of faith is held, but in
a somewhat ambiguous form, the Church has
authority to substitute a more explicit expression
of it, and to forbid a reversion to the vaguer
formula. In these two senses only can there be
talk ofprescribing belief, and as there are halfa-dozen words which express the same, but are
not, like "prescribed," complicated with the
notion of arbitrary discretion, as in the ease of
discipline, prescribe ought, above all in controversial treatment, to be carefully avoided, especi-
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Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C
Sunday, June 7.

First Sunday after Pentecost. Trinity Sunday. Epistle, Romans xi. 33-36. Gospel, St.
Matthew xxviii. 18-20. The gospel for Trinity
Sunday is a very brief one ; it is comprised in
three verses, namely these: " And Jesus, coming,
spoke to them, saying: All power is given to Me
in heaven and on earth. Going therefore, teach
ye all nations; baptizing them in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you : and behold
I am with you all days, even to the consummamation of the world." In this gospel we find
contained the great missionary commission of the
Catholic Church. To the mere handful of His
followers our Divine Lord spoke; and, with the
majestic power and foreknowledge of God Himself, He, being God, commanded them to teach
all nations. Who were they to whom He thus
spoke ? A few fishermen, a former publican, a
little group of illiterate men, who, only a few

days before, had forsaken Him in His hour of
need, but had now, repentant, given themselves once more to Him. These were the begin.
ning of that wonderful apostolic line that was to
last through all the ages, till the end of all things
should come. These were the leaders, the
founders, the captains, of the Christian hosts.
They were to go forth everywhere, teaching and
baptizing. Everywhere they were to carry the
name of the Triune God. Everywhere, and all
days, their Master was to be with them, encouraging and strengthening them, even to the consummation of the world. We celebrate today
that most sublime mystery of the Ever Blessed
Trinity ; today is the feast of the Most High God.
As we gaze up from earthly things to the heaven
where God, Three in One, and One in Three,
utmost

Sunday.

Oh ! how blessed is that abode where sover-

eign praise and thanksgiving are rendered everlastingly to God, One in Substance, Three in
Persons, by the divine Unity and the divine
Trinity itself ; where the heavenly harpers hush
their thrilling harmony and listen silently ;
where burning seraphim droop their wings in
ravishment ineffable ! When, oh when, shall my
heart blend its ecstasy with theirs ?
Most ancient of all mysteries!
Before Thy throne we lie;
Have mercy now, Most Merciful,
Most holy Trinity!
Honday.

Is it not meet and right that, above all in
heaven or on earth, above all that is not God, we
should desire God alone, and crave Him as our
last end and aim ?
How wonderful creation is,
The work that Thou didst bless!
And oh! what then must Thou be like,
Eternal Loveliness?
Tuesday.

Let us ask our Lady to obtain for us that we
may be received into that school wherein the
Holy Spirit teaches. Far above all others can
she obtain for us this favor from her divine Son.
In wonder lost, the highest heavens,
Mary, their queen, may see.
If Mary is so beautiful,
What must her Maker be?
Wednesday.

Withdraw yourself and hide yourself in Jesus.
Beg Him,?by that love which drew Him to be
made man, that He might seek and save that
which was lost,?to come now to you, and draw
you into the unshaken rock of His fatherly protection, into the wound of His sweetest Heart.
No wonder saints have died of love,

\o wonder hearts can break,
reigns in His unrivalled majesty, while the
Pure
hearts that once have learned to love
hail
Him
in
tireless
angelic
choirs
ecstasy as
God for His Own dear sake.
ally by Protestants,who are so peculiarly tempted Holy Holy Holy ! three things especially
!
!
"
Thursday.
"
to take it in a false sense.
?the perfect
impress
our
awed
and
devout
souls,
what
singular
All eternity is too short to praise God adeI have myself experienced
holiness and the perfect unity of God Almighty,
quately for any one of His least compassions to
fatuity of apprehension may prevail even in a and the perfect, loving obedience of
the heavenly
great organ of opinion. One of the foremost hosts who serve Him. These hosts reflect, as in us ;?how much more, then, for His greatest comthe
bePope
as
passion in loving us so far as to give His only
New York papers once spoke of
a crystal mirror, the perfection which is continuing supposed by Catholics to have the power of ally displayed in the radiant Vision, that forms Son to us in the mystery of the Incarnation and
requiring them to believe anything that he the blessedness of the elect. What an example in the Eucharistic mysteries. We must thank,
set us here! The Church on earth should love, adore.
pleased. I reminded the editor of the Pope's isimitate the Church in heaven.
Our constant enHuman heart can never know
express denial of being able to impose anything deavor must be to gain perfect unity and love,
inferred
from
All
the love Thou here dostshow;
to
be
is
not
fairly
which
on faith
one towards another ; perfect love for God and
Angel's voicecould never tell
astonishment
I
my
revelation.
To
complete
oneness
with
His
will.
All
original
holy
the
envvWhat the souls that love Thee well
found that the editor supposed " original revela- ings and strifes must cease. The wild race after
Taste, each sweet Communion Day.
the
riches,
success,
worldly
worldly
aphonors,
Veni, Jesu Domine!
tion" to mean the decree of 1870 ! I found that
plause and fame of this world, ?all these things
than
Veni! Veni!
had
no
other
notion
newspaper
this great
should fade, like an idle dream, from the Chris- Friday.
to
have
claimed,
Mohammed,
like
that the Pope
tian heart. Instead, another dream, a holier
The proper way to unite ourselves to our Lord
had a revelation in 1870, and then another reve- vision, should fascinate and absorb us, God's
God's
to be united. Of what use are subtle reasonmen,
partially
kingdom,
glory,
conthe
salvation
of
all
is
and
modifying,
lation in 1871,
of the Church, the perfection in ings ? The simple thing is to place yourself in
tradicting, that of the year before ! I found the extension
sanctity of each individual soul to the farthest
that my attempt to get the editor out of the bog ends of the wide world that God made for Him- His hands and follow His inspirations. It is the
words : "Abide in My love."
only plunged him the deeper into it.
self and redeemed with His blood, ?ah ! here is secret of Our Lord's
newspaper
this
is
the
same
the
one
that
should
with
Thy
longing
possess
angelic
sweetness hath betrayed Thee, Lord!
I may remark that
the
Christian
heart.
We
were
not
made
inquiring
fervor
Dear
Spirit! it is Thou;
informed
time,
which, about the same
for the baubles and trifles of time, we who are
Deeper and deeper in my heart
is,
of
the
Jesuits
principle
one
readers that the
I feel Thee nestling now.
General for capable of thirsting after the " Beauty of ancient
to agree with every opinion of their
days yet ever new," the Triune < Jod. Let us cast
Who made this beating heart of mine
the time being. Of the comical incongruity of away selfish thoughts, let us lose self in one abBut Thou, my heavenly Guest?
this simple-minded exposition with the whole sorbing desire to save soulsfor God, and to aid His
Let no one have it then but Thee,
And let it be Thy nest.
history of the Order, from Acquaviva to Oliva, Church to go forth everywhere, teaching all
them in the name of the Father Saturday.
baptizing
nations,
Beckx,
Gonzalez
to
from
Gonzalez,
from Oliva to
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
The patient man takes all as from God. If he is
the worthy editor has not the faintest concep- Monday, June 8.
he knows that he deserves nothing else.
tried,
tion.
Of the Feria.
The
page
himself,
on
the vexations of others, are
contrarieties,
that
Dr.
Foster
I may remark
Tuesday, June 9.
as a
after
all,
only,
Primus
God's
instruments.
inspiration"
Martyrs.
SS.
and
Felicianus,
"immediate
1(36, speaks of
menWednesday,
above
June
10.
O
Thou
Spirit,
The
in us
dwelling
Church.
claim of the Roman
St. Margaret, Queen, Widow.
in a
As the noonday bright and clear,
be
may
layman,
mere
tioned editor, being a
Kill the souls of all Thy servants
that in a Thursday, June 11.
manner excused ; but a theologian, and
Feast of Corpus Christi.
Full of love and holy fear.
is
inexKoine,
Friday, June 12.
formal treatise on the claims of
Thou dost shine on those who love Thee
St. John of St. Facundez, Confessor.
Through the day and through the night.
orable.
K.
Starhu.
C.
June
13.
Saturday,
Spirit! be our Helper,
Holy
Ciiari.ks
St. Anthony of Padua, Confessor.
Be our Everlasting Light!
;

Andooer, Mass.
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ary Revivals," " Highland Bards Before the
Forty-five," "The Influence of the Church on
Gaelic Literature," " The Influence of Celtic on
English Literature," "The Printed Literature of
The Literature of the Celts.
the Scottish Gael," "The Master Gleaners of
" Emerson, looking forth from the new time Gaelic Poetry," '? The Master Scholars of Celtic
on the nations of Europe, gave pen to the reflecLiterature."
tion : ' The Celts are of the oldest blood in the
Of course we are at once curious to know
world. Some people are deciduous or transiMr. Maclean's attitude toward St. Patrick ; and
tory. Where are the Greeks? Where the Etruwe find that in the chapter, " St. Patrick, the
rians ? Where the Romans ? But the Celts are Pioneer of Celtic Writers," great
praise is acan old family of whose beginning there is no
corded to Ireland's patron saint, but evidently
memory, and their end is likely to be still more Mr. Maclean is one of those who would have it
remote in the future, for they have endurance that St. Patrick was
anything but a Catholic.
and productiveness
a hidden and precarious The author gives no adhesion to the
theory which
genius.' "
doubts the existence of St. Patrick, but he does
It is with the foregoing striking quotation doubt that St. Patrick was ever in Rome. In
which he calls a sweeping statement withal, fact, the complete freedom of the ancient Celtic
"
yet the thoughtful finding of an eminently stu- church from any dependence on Rome (an exdious and dispassionate mind," that Magnus ploded theory, surely, amongscholars nowadays)
Maclean, M. A., I). S. C, of the Technical Col- seems to be Mr. Maclean's assumption throughlege, Glasgow, begins his book, " The Literature out. Nevertheless, he pays striking tribute to
of the Celts : Its History and Romance."
Christianity's effect upon the life and literature
Mr. Maclean notes in his preface how Celtic of the Gaels, as in the following passages :
studies have grown apace within recent years.
"Historically, then, it is with the introduction of
The old scorn, the old apathy and neglect, are Christianity that Celtic literature first finds its emwe consider the condition of convisibly giving way, he says, to a lively wonder bodiment, and whenthe
time, this early beginning of
Europe at
tinental
and interest, as the public gradually realize that
the writing of books is marvelous. It is to the Church,
scholars have lighted upon a literary treasure therefore, in the person of its missionary pioneers,
hid forages. This new enthusiasm, generated in that we owe the initial force that resulted in a written
great part on the Continent?in Germany, France Gaelic literature.
" In bringing Christianity to bear on the old pagan
and Italy, as well as in Britain and Ireland, has
life and thought of the race, the missionaries affected
already spread to the northern nations?to Den- a re-animation which brought latent powers into acmark, Sweden, and Norway, and is now begin- tion in a new direction. They furnished the people
ning to take root in America. A remarkable with fresh ideas, new material for thought, and an
change it certainly presents, he truly declares, entirely changed outlook. The movement, indeed,
as the passage from Celtic naturalfrom the days when Dr. Johnson affirmed that might be described
ism to Christian spiritualism. And when we consider
there was not in all the world a Gaelic manu- what the old paganism was in many of its features,
script one hundred years old!
this emancipation can not be regarded in any other

Newark, by the New York Christian Press Association Publishing Company. Price #1.

NeB
w ooks.
Father Marquette.

The Rev. Samuel Hedges, A. M., has made
contribution to the annals of the Church, in relation to her missions among the Indians in our
country, by his interesting monograph of 1(54
pages, introduced by the Rev. John J. Wynne,
S.J. The title is "Father Marquette, JesuitMissionary and Explorer. The Discoverer of the
the Mississippi. His Place of Burial at St. Ignace, Michigan." Of this work Father Wynne
says:?
this monograph on the burial-place
of the discoverer of the Mississippi the author, Father
Hedges, has done a distinct service to everyone who is
interested in Father Marquette? what American is
not? To the accuracy of a careful reader of Marquette
literature he adds the charm of writing from personal
observation; he has brought together what the latest
and, in all respects, thorough biographies of Thwaites
and Hamy have recorded but scantily, or omitted entirely; and not content with compiling the researches
and views of others, he has given us the benefit of his
own convictions in a way that compels us to make
them our own."

" In preparing

Our perusal of Father Hedges' pages has certainly led us to adopt his views, even when they
differ from the theories of so careful a writer as
John Gilmary Shea. A portion of Shea's remarks about Father Marquette's burial-place
was founded on fact; a portion had to be founded
on conjecture : and here Father Hedges' remarks, it seems to us, display great prudence
and discrimination :?
"Shea conjectures that the Fathers themselves fired
the (mission) church to save it from desecration, leav-

ing the remains of Marquette beneath the ruins.

It

does not seem to us at all probable. The likelihood of
the matter seems to be this. Their lives being in

?

danger, the Fathers had gone north to the Sault, or
" It was left to the scholarship of the nineteenth
for consultation and if possible to century,"
says Mr. Maclean, " to unearth the ancient
obtain aid, leaving the mission in charge of such Chris- treasures, and to show that Gaelic
was a literary lantian Indians as still remained there. During their guage long before English literature came into existabsence, there was an outbreak of the pagan savages, ence, and that there are still extant Celtic-Latin MSS.
and it was then that the church was destroyed.
almost as old as the very oldest codexes of the Bible."
"The Fathers learning that this had taken place
Mr. Maclean goes on to tell of the number of
and the post having become more dangerous, so that
scholars now engaged in Celtic redistinguished
to return would have been needlessly to have risked
their lives without good coming of it, they abandoned search, notwithstanding whose activity no book
the mission altogether."
has as yet appeared, he says, which professes to
We agree with Father Hedges that it does not give in short compass a general survey of the

Quebec or Montreal,

appear probable that Marquette's remains would whole field. His own book he presents, therehave been left in the chapel, even supposing the fore, as a popular introduction to the study of
Jesuit missionaries themselves had fired the Celtic literature.
place in order to save it from desecration.
We do not know what Mr. Maclean means by
that
they
it
beyond
question
"To our mind
seems
the whole field " of Celtic literature, but we
"
would have removed the remains even in the face of should say that a great deal of the ground he
for
It
is
plain,
haste.
great danger and urgent need
essays to cover has been amply gone over almoreover, that Father Dablon regarded Marquette as
ready by Dr. Douglas Hyde in the " Literary
a saint. Father Dablon's opinion was that of every
Father of the Ottawa mission. They would not have History of Ireland." Indeed, one of the stranThere gest things about Mr. Maclean's book is its failleft the remains of a saint to desecration.
are no documentary evidences that the Fathers of the
ure to mention in any intimate and understandmission destroyed the church, just as there are no
documentary evidences that when the mission was ing manner the Irish literary movement, though
abandoned Marquette's remains were left where they within the past few years there has been an exIt appears to us that the traordinarily large and efficient literary output
had been buried.
very natural supposition to be made in regard to the as the result of the Gaelic League and the forces
matter is that the church was desecrated by the hos- it set in motion.
The latest Celtic renais"
tile pagan Indians."
sance " occupies Mr. Maclean's attention, but he
To Father Marquette is given tlie beautiful ignores the essentially Irish movement of the
title of the Angel of the Ottawas. Father Gaelic League a movement which is by no
Wynne increases our admiration for the noble means dilettante, but strong, forceful, practical
discoverer and priest when he says:?
and persistent?the movement not of a group of
of scholars, but apparently of a people.
" In the annals of American chivalry no deeds
prowess and self-sacrifice are more heroic than those
The scope of Mr. Maclean's work may be
of the gentle Marquette.
from the titles of the chapters
guessed
"Fitted by nature for great enterprises, he was un" The
selfish enough to be content with obscure and with Arrival of the Celt in History and Literature,"
somewhat commonplace tasks, performing even these "St. Patrick, the Pioneer of Celtic Writers,"
with such fidelity and devotion as to merit distinction.
St. Columba and the Dawn of Letters in ScotNever neglecting the work in hand, his zeal made "
Vita Colnmbie,
land,"
' MS.
' " " The
" Adamnan's
him constantly dream of opening up new fields for the
of
Legacy
"The
the
Book
of
Deer,"
Past,"
evangelical harvest, and but few dreamers have had
of
Celtic
MSS.,"
Scottish
Collection
"The
or
make
"The
courage
to
their
dream
either his opportunity
a reality. His life shows a singular disregard of his .Mythological Cycle," "The Heroic Cycle,"
personal advantage."
"The Ossianic Cycle," "The Influence of the
Published, with the imprimatur of Archbishop Noise Invasions on Gaelic Literature," " The
Farley of New York and Bishop O'Connor of Four Ancient Books of Wales," " Celtic Liter-

..
.

...

?

:

...

light than that in which history uniformly regards it,
as a salvation of the country, preparing the "way for
the realization of all these grand possibilities that lay
in the future.
" With the coming of St. Fatrick, Ireland entered
upon a new epoch, and with the advent of St. Columba
the political and literary history of Scotland may be
said to have begun. Every credit is due to the Church,
therefore, as the importer and originator of a new
literature as well as of a true religion. To it we owe
the remarkable arrival of letters which not only
tapped a new fountain head, causing a new stream of
literary composition to flow, but which also secured
for us the preservation and continuance of the old to
this day."

Mr. Maclean's book is eminently readable, but
there is missing that air of scholarship, that intimate grasp of subjects, which impress and convince, no less than they entertain, the reader.
" The Literature of the Celts " is published by
Blackie & Son, Ltd., London, Glasgow and Dublin. It is for sale in Boston at the Old Corner
Book Store.
THE BISHOP OF NANCY'S FEARLESS ANSWER
TO M. COMBES.
M. Combes having intimated, in a severe letter to the Bishop of Nancy, the French government's disapproval of the Bishop's action in

securing a secularized Jesuit to preach in the
Cathedral, and having informed the Bishop that
in consequence of this action his stipend would
be stopped, the Bishop answered in away which
shows that the spirit of the French hierarchy is
by no means broken by the persecution to which
the Church is subjected. The Bishop's letter to
M. Combes is as follows :?
Monsieur le Ministre?I have your letter in which
you announce to me the suppression of my stipend. It
reached me this evening; but this morning the journals
of Nancy, and, no doubt, all the journals of France,
thanks to your communications with the Agence Havas,
had already published your decree.
Your two circulars were also given to the public
before we received them?a method in manners unknown until today to the French Administration.
I appealed, not to a member of the congregation of
Jesuits, but to a priest regularly secularized who left

..

that congregation.

.

I already pointed out to you in my letter of the 12th
hist, that the existence of a congregation to which a
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secularized once belonged could form no
legal objection to that secularization. I have known
and I know Jesuits over whom the congregation lost
authority and to which they are in no wise bound.
No law and no fundamental rule in regard to the exercise of the Catholic faith in France can justify your
circular. You have not even attempted to cite any law
or any rule.
You attempt to give me a lesson in regard to the applause with which my words were received. Ido not
accept that lesson. It is for the bishops to make rules
in regard to decorum in the churches. The case in
question presents no novelty. It is not tlie first time
manifestations were made in a church. There are
sentiments that French and Catholic souls can not always control, and which burst forth in homage to the
God of all justice and of true liberty.
I have given no "example of contempt for the Government or the institutions of my country.'' The post
which I occupy at the frontier I have proved myself
worthy of filling. During twenty years I have used all
the means in my power to bring about peace, union
and respect for the law, without which the nation
must perish. I have never ceased to fan the flame of
patriotism in the hearts of the noble people of Lorraine.
I belong to those, sir, who love with all the ardor of
their souls the army, the flag and France. I do not
belong to those who insult them. Ido not belong to
those who sow divisions in the land which weaken it
and expose it to the chance of becoming, in anarchy
and in ruin, the prey of its enemies.
You dare to tell me that I "wanted to gratify
political passions." I repel with indignation that infamous and unjust accusation. If I have protested
against certain laws and decrees, in the performance
of my duty as a bishop and an honest man, I have never
attacked the institutions themselves. All that, sir,
you know very well. What I did in my cathedral on
Sunday, the 10th of April, was to perform my duty as
a citizen of a free country and as a bishop.
You dare to say that I have been "oblivious of the
character of the trust reposed in me, "havespeculated
in the most noble sentiments," by taking care to remark that the Jesuit selected by me was born in Strasburg and was a naturalized French citizen. It is because I fully appreciate the character of the post which
I hold, and because I refuse to dishonor it, that I obey
I stand above all
God and my conscience.
miserablespeculations, and I am incapable of any kind
priest thus

..

.
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of treason.

...

The Abbe Ravenez, an Alsatian who abandoned his
beloved province in order to remain faithful to France,
consideration, which all true
is entitled to special
You speak of
appreciate.
Frenchmen must
of that opinion
The
manifestations
opinion.
public
reach me every day from all points of France, telling
me that you and your followershave not yet suppressed
soul of our great
the liberal, Christian and generous
country.
and beloved
As for the stopping of my stipend, let me tell you
money. I hold
that I never cared either for honors or
to my duty and to my honor. You threaten me with
I never feared any
other measures. Do your worst,
can not commence with you.
I
surely
and
man
Receive, monsieur le ministre, the assurance of my
respectful sentiments.
Charles Francois, Bishop of Nancy.
?a»»

TAFT'S ANTI-CATHOLIC

WORK IN THE

PHILIPPINES.
Manila, P. 1., April 20, 1908.

Editor Review:
I am convinced that the Catholics of America have
a very inadequate conception of the religious question
in the Philippine Islands.
of
In the last American mail I received a number
of a
Catholic papers, and while the terrible death
Catholic priest by the water cure was appropriately
to say that I saw
condemned and denounced, I regretwho
of
those
are bringing
little or no condemnation
of millions of our fellowdeath
spiritual
the
about
remind the Catholics of
Catholics. It is necessary to
the price of libAmerica that " eternal vigilance is
to speak more
asleep?or,
have
been
erty." You
while the
moderately, most of you have been asleep,
people,?the
befall
a
that
could
greatest misfortune
place
banishment of their spiritual guides-is taking
?

our

to the President of the United States
Many thought
Governor, Mr. Taft, is a genius.
Rome,
and no doubt
however, that he met his match in
of action
line
in
a
certain
he did; but if perseverance
that gift, and
has
then
Mr.
Taft
of
genius,
a
sign
is
abuse of that
he will have to answer for the use or
talent at theEternal Tribunal. If
prophesied he
n,,li<v at least one thing may be
.-<. er.

wonThave'many friars
after.

.

He certainly does

Uoubl.

'\u25a0-

,

and if
not want then, hen

School

of

thk Holy Rosary at Okayama, Japan.

his policy is allowed to continue without hindrance
from the home government, or without even a protest
from the American Catholics, there will be very few
of the friars left. If there were other priests to take
their place, the apathy of American Catholics might
be understood, but there are none, and will not be for
some time; and no one knows this terrible misfortune
?terrible when you realize what it means to the great
multitude who are starving spiritually, for there is no
one to feed them with the Bread of Life?better than
the gentleman whom President Roosevelt calls a
genius, the Honorable William H. Taft, Governor of
these Islands. The Roman governor, Pontius Pilate,
had Christ condemned to death at the desire of the
Jews; but Pontius I'ilate at least tried to save the
innocent one, and to have Barabbas, the guilty one,
punished. Well, Taft could give Pilate points on
political matters and in pleasing the populace; but
then Taft is a genius.
Well, let us see how this American governor, at the
desire of the secret societies, or the Federal party,
which means about the same, succeeded in banishing
the friars, and condemning the greater part of the
Catholic people of these Islands to spiritual death.
When Taft came here, his mission was to establish a
civil form of government. People who were here
some time laughed at the idea and wondered how he
was going to do it. He soon showed them his way of
doing it. Knowing human nature well, he sent for the
leaders of the revolution, and asked them politely
what they wanted. Well, they wanted the offices,
and they wanted the friars to leave. They got the
offices, and after some little delay, and perhaps some
political bungling, their sweet will is being carried
out with regard to the friars. Pilate scrupled about
granting the desire of the false leaders of the Jews,
but Taft does not betray any great remorse of conscience. For it would be too much to say that he
showed any regret when he said that the Pope's
refusal to remove the friars was the occasion of the
Vglipayan movement.
What does the banishment of the friars mean? It
means that Catholicity in these Islands is suffering and
will suffer such a misfortune that in all human probability the Church will notrecover from the loss suffered
by the withdrawal of about two-thirds of her best
priests at the very time when she sorely needs their
labor?for generations to come.
My attention was called the other day to the statistics of the diocese of Boston. The first impression on
reading them was a feelingof joy at the great progress
made by our holy faith in the land of the Puritans.
What especially attracted my attention, however,
was tlie number of priests in the diocese. There are
there now 442 diocesan priests and Hi:! religious,
making a total of 54."i priests to 660,000 souls, or an
average of about one priest to every 1,200 souls. I
could not help contrasting the flourishing condition
of such a diocese with the sad condition of things in
this unfortunate country with about 7,000,000 souls,
and, outside of Manila, not more than 000 priests?and
some say not so many?to administer to their spiritual
necessities.
I said " outsido of Manila ", for in
Manila there are at present many priests, the best
priests in the Islands, who, before the coming of the
Americans, were attending to the spiritual wants of
the people in the different provinces. However,
these priests are commencing to leave, in fact they
have been leaving for some time?for Taft is having
hil own way in the matter. They are going back to

Sister

St. Andrea, Si perioress.

Spain or to other countries where they may enjoy that
religions liberty denied them here. Yes, the enemies
of the friars, or rather the enemies of the Catholic
Church, are having their day. Just imagine a country
so sadly in need of priests?so much so that practically a vast majority of the people scattered throughout the different islands of the archipelagoare without Mass, without Sacraments, without spiritual
instruction of any kind?and still her best priests
leaving her shores, in all human probability never to
return. And yet, if I may judge from the Catholic
papers, you in America seem to be satisfied with
the
way things are going?or, if I must speak plainly,
you are either ignorant of the true conditionof
or else wanting in Catholic sympathy and charity
for
your brethren in the far East.
In the Buffalo Union and Times I saw a quotation
from Secretary Root, in which he says the Church
in the Philippines will receive the same treatment as
the Church in America. I would take the liberty of
asking the honorable gentleman. When will she receive
it? When nearly all her best priests are banished?
Supposing Mr. Root had said that the Church in
America will receive the same treament as the Church
in the Philippines. Would the Catholics in
America
stand it without a protest for one day? Xo; if
any
political party tried to cripple the Church
dictate
to her with regard to the quality or nationality of
her
priests, how long do you suppose would the
Catholics
and non-Catholics of America stand it?
How long
before such a party would be hurled from office by
the liberty-loving people of America?
Do not be deceived by false promises.
The Church
is not free here in the Philippines, although that
symbol of liberty, the Stars and Stripes, floats over
us.
When she will be free will depend on what action
the
Catholics of America are going to take. For the persecuted Church here looks to America for immediate
assistance in her great distress.
Remember, it is not a question of the friars, much
less a question of the land they own, for the Franciscan order, which does not own a foot of land, is no
more acceptable to the Federal
Party and

things'

and'

Governor

than the other Orders, showing that the land
question is only a false alarm to turn the people
at

Taft

home away from the real issue. But it is a question
of the very existence of Catholicity in these Islands.
If it were only a question of the friars, we might leave
to posterity the task of vindicating their character
and their successful labor in Christ's vineyard for the
last three hundred years. No; it is a question of the
poor people who are begging for their pastors to come
back; begging for religious instruction; begging for
Mass and the sacraments, and alas, so far, begging in
vain. There is nothing more for the poor people to
do except to turn to their brethren in America, and
say. " Have pity on us, at least you, our friends
and
fellow-Catholics, for our enemies are strong and in

high places, and we have no other hope except
that
God will come to our assistance through the
instrumentality of our brethren in America."
<\u25a0»

. Catholic Priest.

The Cross of Halifax, N. S., scouts the offer
Carnegie to give a library to that
city. "It is an evil," says our esteemed
contemporary, "that so many senseless books are
read ; and a Carnegie library would but m«
greater scope for the same."
of Andrew

the last Sunday of May. Hoping to hear by any means! All oar boy 8, at work
from you soon, I will close, remaining
or play, can picture the Boy Jesus
Your nephew,
of Nazareth as near them; and can
Frank Duni.eavy.

FutMOrenaWd omen.

say

to

Him:

y W WWW W,K9
W W WW*f A New Chapter With Eighty-six
" Chant for us, Emmanuel, at the morn!
Manual.
5 Sow to Get a Badge and
New Members.
Boy Jesus! sing for us at life's
J [Whoever sends in a new subscrip- <
noontide!
a tlon to the Review, or renews an old <
East Boston, Mass., May 20, 1003.
subscription, with two dollars for the c
> year,
And oh! when night doth find us weary,
receive a badge and a Manual < Dear Uncle Jack:
will
5> free.
t
worn,
As I am Secretary of the Defenders of
If your parents or friends subscribe £
>> and
get the badge for you send In your
the Holy Xame at the Assumption
Let us hear Thee?let us see Thee
member,
and J
and be enrolled as a
5 name
by our side! "
the League promise and keep It,? r" School, I write to let you know about
>S sign
that Is, If yon arenot a Defender already. ?
It is the month of the Sacred
give badge and Manual for , our newly formed Chapter.
We
can
not
>S any special or reduced rate subscrip- ?
We named it the "Assumption ChapHeart, this beautiful month of June.
but only when the full rate ($2) is c
3 tlons,
p ter" in honor of the Blessed Virgin; first, Let
5 paid to this office direct.]
every boy and girl do some
v
? ?AAAAAAAAfIM because the school is named Assumpii
tion; and secondly, because our parish beautiful thing each day to please
church has the same name.
the Sacred Pleart that so loves us!
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
The members would all like to have
THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
The Boy of Nazareth.
their names in the Boston Sacred
as
we
read
the
promReview,
Heart
Defender's Promise.
"He is all lovely: such is my lielo^ed,
get memand He is my Friend."
I wish to become a member of the ises in it. We would like to
bership cards, and we promise to do all
the houses white and shining in
League of Little Defenders of the Holy
Past
we can to defend the Holy Xame.
Name.
the heat,
were
organized on May 24,

£

?

I promise not to take the Holy Name
in vain by cursing or swearing or using
bad words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade others to join with me in defending the Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud),
whenever I hear any one swear, "God's
Name be Praised."

We

formally

Past the olive-groves and rig-trees

1903, and started with forty-three boys;
making shade,
but since then we have had forty-three
The white and scarlet blossoms rich and
more names added. We expect to get
sweet,
more later on.
And the cactus green that hedges
Thinking this is long enough for my
all the glade.
first letter, I will now close.

The Darling of His Mother and of men,
of all who love the lovely and the
pure,
a very warm Doth wander where the sheep in moun-

Your loving nephew,

Joseph S. Bouciiie, D. H. k.

Uncle Jack extends

Assumption Chapter, East Boston, greeting to the new Chapters,?St.
eighty-six members.
Bernard's of West Newton, and the
Michael J. Keppel, Francis Leary, Assumption of East Boston. NinetyThomas Murray, O. C. A. Walter, five new Defenders of the Holy
Edward Henneberry, John C. Ballem, Name this week ! Certainly that fact
William P. Kelley, William Corrigan,
ought to delight all our hearts, when
John F. Crane, Walter H. B. Gannon,
Gould.
McMahon,
M. P.
Richard we think that nearly one hundred
Joseph
Searle, Denis Smith, William McMahon, more boys have promised not to
William Weiss, Frank J. Walter, Lawtake the Holy Name in vain, and
rence Mills, Patrick Harkins, Henry also that they will use their influence
Weiss, James T. Murphy, William J.
to persuade others to join with them
Doren, James Joseph Welsh, Ernest
Paschal, Thomas Purcell, Frank Clarke. in defending that Holy Name from
Michael Tucker, Maurice Burns, George insult.
Wilson, Daniel Hurley, Thomas Lannary,
Only fancy, dear Little Defenders
John Keefe, James McDonald, Matthew everywhere, in Charlottetown and
Glavin, Daniel Ballem, Edward Kelley,
California, Westboro and WaterFrederick Gillespie, James Sullivan,
town, Roxbury and Cambridge,
S.
John
Joseph
Bouchie,
Denis O'Reilly,
Kerrigan, Edward St. George, Charles Haverhill and Hartford, East Boston
J. Croke, John F. Dwyer, Raymond and South Boston, and wherever
Landrigan, John O'Connell, John W. else you arc, only think of the beauCurtin, E. Mackey, Bernard Hughes, tiful chorus rising on the air, and
Thomas Hartnett, William O'Neil, Josangels to God's throne,
eph Kane, Owen Doherty, John Begley, carried by the
when you all say gently, " God's
George Mahoney, Charles Walter, William Gould, John Buckley, John Name be praised!" Now Uncle
Murphy, John Cotter, William Murphy, Jack wants you all to feel very
Francis Coleman, William Bouchie, united, like real cousins. "God's
Thomas A. Buckley, John Xichols,
Name be praised!" is your watchCharles Welsh, William Donovan, JosMichael
word now. You must be brave
Flanagan,
eph Leary, Richard
St. John, William Cunningham, Joslittle Crusaders, fighting under the
eph O'Connell, Albert Welling, Robert banner of the cross against all evil.
Smith, Patrick Flaherty, Cornelius Shea,
Uncle Jack wonders how many
John Larkin, Thomas A. Carney, John
You will
P. Hurley, Michael Torpey, Sylvester of you are altar-boys.
Mclsaac, James O. Arthur, Patrick find on your page, today, some
Cronin, Francis Kearns, Edward Fitz- verses to suit you all; but he thinks
gerald, William Keenan.
them specially suited for altar-boys.
Do
you see why? Because our little
St. Bernard's Chapter,
go out early in these summer
acolytes
West Newton.
houses white
mornings,
John Hackett,
" inpastthetheheat;"
and
and they
shining
Meagher,
Frank
James Malone,
go where the real Lamb of God in
James Lyons,
the tabernacle of the altar " awaits
Augustin Uargedon,
the coming of the shepherds," His
Fred. J. Kneeland,

And don't our acolytes
hear the early song-bird's all ecsta"
tic thrill; " and don't they hasten,
dewy dawning-time, over
" in therock
From the St. Bernard's Chapter, craggy
and grassy floor," to
L. D. H. N.
the holy place, the happy sanctuary,
West Newton, Mass., May, l'.tOo.
where " angels crowd in silence to
I am sorry I could not write sooner, adore " 2
but, as I had to get the boys' names, I
Indeed they do all this; and our
the
could not. These boys have signed
altar-boys
are more favored than
Promise, and wish to become members.
they
know.
Still, they haven't all
Will you please send me cards for them?
the
favors
all
to themselves,?not
meeting
our
We have decided to have
Joseph E. Coleman,
Joseph Kennedy,
Edward J. Rotchford.

priests.

June 6, 1903.
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tain-pen
Await the coming of the shepherd

sure.

whom Father Walsh had told us on
the very opposite page to this in the
Review of May 23, and who is visiting some of our churches, could entertain us with charming stories
about this charming picture. Perhaps the Bishop has seen all those
chubby, dear, little children ; and he
certainly knows howthe little "Japs"
talk, and what are their ways of saying the Our Father and Hail Mary.
Perhaps he knows what games they
play, and what they eat, and whether
they ever ask any questions about
us, their white brothers and sisters,
here. Uncle Jack proposes that all
the Little Defenders of the Holy
Name (and all his other readers,
also) shall say one earnest prayer to
the Sacred Heart today for these
dear Japanese, who, like us, have
been baptized in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost. On the page opposite
to this are pictures of perhaps the
very priests who baptized them. Can
you make out which are the two
Japanese priests, and which are the
French missionaries ?

An Example for Us All.
New York, June 2, 1903.
Dear Uncle Jack :
I was much pleased to read that anecdote in your page last week about the
noble young Sister of Charity who stood
still and suffered so bravely at the Charity Bazaar in Paris, letting other people
escape before her from the frightful
flames, while she held firmly, with her
scorched young hands, the chair by
means of which they climbed to safety.
That is the sort of lesson to put before
our boys and girls today,?the glory of
self-sacrilice, the joy of doing good to
others. It makes me want to tell another story to our boys and girls, who
hear so much about money-getting and
riches. Oh, there are better, far better
things than money !
Well then there was, once upon a
time, and indeed she is living now a
very rich woman, who owned one thousand dollars a day! What do you think
she did with all that ? What would you
do ? Shut your eyes and think for a
minute.
What she did was?to take a vow of
?

0 Love! but Thou art ruddy, fair and

white;
Thine eyes are as the doves' upon

the brook;
As the roebucks are Thy footsteps fleet
and light;
As the radiance of noonday is Thy
look.
The ringing of Thy Matins o'er the
rocks
Doth mingle with the rush of

mountain-rill,
The bleating of the many folded flocks,
And the early song-bird's all ecstatic thrill.
O crystal-dear Thy heaven-ascending
Prime!
All angels crowd in silence to adore,
As Thou passest in the dewy dawning-

time
Over craggy rock

and grassy floor.

?

?

Chant for us, Emmanuel, at the morn!
Boy Jesus! sing for us at life's
noontide!
Hut oh! when night doth find us weary, poverty!
worn,

Let us hear Thee?let
by our side.

us see Thee

The Irish Monthly.

?

Special Notice.

Uncle Jack w ants every one of
his readers to look at page 9, and
see what they will see ! Such an
interesting picture of the school of
the Holy Uosary at Okayama, Japan,
with good Sister St. Andrea for the
superior! Yon must all study it
carefully, and find whether you can
make out as many people as Uncle
Jack does, in that delightful group
of our Japanese relations. Uncle
r

Jack has counted three Sisters ; and
they look to him like our good Sisters of Notre Dame who teach in
Boston and Lowell and Koxbury.
Can't some of you ask if they have

any Sisters in Japan ? And then
Uncle Jack has counted about one
hnndred little tots, and sixteen
"grown-ups," who are, perhaps,
Japanese helpers to the Sisters in
their great work. Uncle Jackfeels
so positive that the good Bishop
Chatron of Osaka, Japan, about

Then she founded a sisterhood of the
Blessed Sacrament,
Sisters who give
their whole lives to be the " spiritual
mothersand servants of the Indian aud
negro races." For them she uses her
money. A Pennsylvania taper says
" The convents which Mother Katherine has built for her order, and which
she supports, are picturesque bits of
architecture, modeled after the old
Spanish mission buildings of California.
St. Elizabeth's convent at Cornwells,
just outside of Philadelphia, is the
mother-house, where the novices receive their training. It is connected by
a beautiful cloistered walk with Holy
Providence House, in which live more
than 200 colored children of all denominations, mostly orphans and foundlings
picked up in the poorest quarters of the
?

:

South. Here, under the refining influence of the nuns, the girls may stay until they are twenty years old (the boys
are sent to other schools at the age of
twelve) and receive a common school
education and instruction in all branches
of domestic service."
Ah, Little Defenders ! here is an example for us,?to be willing to do hard
things, aud to bear troubles sometimes ;
?not always to choosethe easiest ;?but
to fight, like brave soldiers, for our
Captain, Jesus Christ, who, as we know
well, chose to bear hard things for us.
Your true friend,
M. T, Dc Gokyn,'

BOSTON S REVIEW.
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We wish to call our readers' atsecured, and two gentlemen came forward to enroll them- tention not only to the picture on
selves as perpetual members, while this page showing missionary priests
three others became special members. in Japan, but also to the picture on
page 9 of the school of the Holy
Rosary at Okayama. These are
At the Cathedral.
The Cathedral 1.ranch which was striking object lessons in Catholic
under the special care of Dr. Tracy, missionary work.
has naturally fallen into the hands
of his successor, and at its last meet,
ing, Tuesday evening, May 19, the
Branch was addressed by Bishop
Chatron who praised the work of the Why use gelatine and At
'A
lers wore thus

No Dessert
More Attractive

\u25a0

St. Catherine's,

Charlestown.

Director, Rev. Michael J. Coffey.
Organized July, 1898.
Re-organized April, 1903.
-$07.70
Offerings, April,

the
of Catholic
in
m
the Grove Hall district.
On Sunday, May 17, through the
Thk Rev. Philip J. O'DonnelTa
courteous invitationof Father Smith, name has been enrolled on the list
the Diocesan Director spoke at the of perpetual members. The Society

o

SS. Peter and Paul's, South Boston.
I'astor, Right Rev. John Brady, D. D.
Director, Rev. William B. Whalen.
Organized, 1899.
o

o
o
Immaculate Conception, EverettPastor, Rev. Joseph Mohan.

1108.88

O

?

Bostoo, Mass.

SLATE, TIN, COPPER, AND GRAVEL

$20.45

ROOFING.

o

o

St. Mary's (Canadian), Marlboro.

Pastor, Rev. J. C. Caisse.
Director, Rev. J. M. Oertest.
Organized, 1901.
Offerings, Feb. to May inclusive,
i,T 7

St. Hugh's, Roxbupy.

Office : 352 Cambridge Street,
Residence: 55 Fourth Street,

831.70

(French), HaverhillPastor, Rev. Elphege Godin, S. M.
Organized November, 1899.
$27.50
Offerings, April-May,

.

SHORT LIVES OF THE
SAINTS,

D. A. SCANNELL,

St. Joseph's

o

171 Hanover St.

0

St. John's, Quincy-

o

689 Washington St,

173 Tremont Street,

$47.30

o

o

HARCEDON& LYNCH,

MARLIER & COMPANY, LTD.,

Pastor, Rev. Francis Friguglietti.
Director, Rev. John J. Casey.
Organized, 1900.
1908.
" Re-organized,
Offerings,
Jan. to May inclusive.
6
o

years.
NO HAT YOU EVER BOUGHT will
prove more satisfying than those we
sell at $2.00, 12.50 and $3.00.

eparately.

inclusive,

Pastor, Rev. John E. Cronley.
Organizod Feb. 28, 190-.
Offerings, March-April,
o

The shades and shapes for Spring are
more becoming than they have been for

50 cts.

St. John the Evangelist, Hopkinton.
o

OUR SPECIALTY IS HATS.

0

Pastor, Rev. Daniel Keleher.
Organized 1902.
Offerings, Jan. to May
0

fl^^L.

First or Second Volume may be ordered

151.40

St. Joseph's, Medwav.

amW aw»

~\aem\\\-.

Two beautiful volumes, with many rail
page illustrations.
Price of each volume, postpaid,

Organized, 1900.
Offerings, Jan. to May inclusive,
0

'
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WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Offerings, Jan. to May inclusive,

0
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OF BEQUEST.

Sacred Heart, East Cambridge.
Pastor, Rev. John O'Brien.

o

vl

companied by theDiocesan Director, vors: Lemon, Orange, Strawberry, Rasphe was received by a large number berry. At grocers. 10c.
of the Promoters and their friends,
Wednesday evening, May 20. On
this occasion ten more names were
enrolled on the list of our lay missionaries. Father Owens added a
substantial gift to several which were
y
Jism
made to the Bishop by some of his
interested hearers.
i At* =?»
tffttiemth
- a. Jt\

The Rev. Peter C. Quiun, the parochial director of the Blessed Sacunto
rament Branch, in Roxbury, has ap" I hereby give, devise and bequeathFaith,
the Society for the Propagation of the
Dollars,
sum
of
City,'
the
pointed as Secretary, Miss Eleanor
of Baltimore
(If real estate, describe the property and Its location)
appropriate
for
the
expended
be
used
and
to
J. Killion. Miss Killion recently
objects of said corporation."
visited our office at Father Quinn's
suggestion, to become better achelp
can
the
work
SECRETARIES considerably by send- to receive its congregation, and in quainted with her duties, which,
OF BRANCHES ing to the Diocesan a few more Sundays the cozy little though few and simple, require
Director reports of meetings, the names of
some explanation. We recommend
new Pfomoters, cbangeH of residence,
withdrawals, and items of interest.
this plan to other directors, and ashome of the Blessed Sacrament and sure them that their secretaries will
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
worship
always be welcome.
center

o

and coloring when

Bishop ("hat ron also accepted an
better results in two minutes?
invitation to attend the monthly produces
Everything in the package. Simply add hot
meeting of Promoters at St. Cathe- water and set to cool. It's perfection. A surto the housewife. No trouble, less exrine's Church, Charlestown; and, ac- prise
pense. Try it to-day. In Four Fruit Fla-

?

»FORM '

?....?\u25a0»».

spend hours soaking,
sweetening, flavoring \u25a0\u25a0

Promoters.

-"

Tlie new St. llnull's Church at
Grove Hall is being rapidly prepared

Pkiests ATTACHED to the Il.ock.sk of Osaka, Japan, Whose Hishop,
Rt. Rkv. Jn-irs A. Ohatbon, is Now Among is.
Two of these priests are Japanese, the rest French, from the Seminary of
Foreign Missions In Paris.

EAST CAMBRIDGE.
Partcuar Attention Paid to Repairing Rood.

three Masses in St. Hugh's Chapel, appreciate! his generosity to the
JOHN B. GRAHAM,
and formed a new hand of Promo- cause.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
??.??.
ters which, for the present, will be
34 Oliver St., Boitoa, Mass.
Kindly remember in year
prayers
Telephone47TS-2 Main.
attached to the Branch at St. John's, the souls of two of our
Steeples Painted and Repaired. Crosses
1
former
memwhich was organised in March and hers?Sarah MoPeake of
and Vanes Glided, steeplo Work In all Its
Charles- branches
solicited. Bteeple work done withthe expense of building staging. Brick
is under the direction of the Rev. town, and Mrs. Catherine Leahy of out
Stone
Work Pointed. Chimneys Repaired.
and
Garrett Barry. About forty Promo- Concord, Mass.
Estimates Furnished anywhere In the New
England States.

Temperance.

sold for ten cents. No women are 30, what does he expect to do at 40
permitted in the place, and no in- or 50, when his business will naturtoxicated man can buy a drink. The ally be larger and more exacting ?
MUNICIPAL WARNING AGAINST place is to be opened with public Does he expect to grow stronger as
ALCOHOL IN PARIS.
exercises, which are to be attended years are added to his age ? This
by prominent men.
daily bracing up with stimulants, so
A recent official poster in Paris
common
among young business and
deals with alcohol and its dangers.
TO
JAIL.
professional
men, is sheer insanity.
WILL
BE
SENT
The document is signed by the diIf
a
is
man
not
strong enough to do
rector of the general administration,
The justices of the Court of Spe- his work, he ought to reduce it.
and is marked as seen and approved cial Sessions, New York City, anby the Prefect of the Seine. The nounced, one day last week, that Working on stimulants will lead to
disaster, mental and physical."
poster defines alcoholism as the hereafter all persons convicted of
permanent poisoning which re- selling liquor to young children
The Catholic total abstinence
"sults
from the habitual use of alcowould be sent to prison without the movement is largely a movement of
hol, even when such use does not alternative of paying a fine. The prevention. The vast majority of
produce drunkenness," and pro- proprietor of a saloon had been con- its members are men who have
ceeds :?
victed of selling a pint of beer to an never tasted liquor. The " reformed
"It is a mistake to say that alco- eleven-year-old girl, and before sen- drunkard" is not very numerous;
hol is a necessity to workingmen tencing him, Justice Wyatt said :? neither is the occasional drunkard?
engaged in exhausting labors, that
"This court is getting tired of that is the man who takes the pledge,
it stimulates to work, or that it re- fining men for this offence. The keeps it for a while, and then drops
pairs waste. The artificial excite- punishment seems to have no effect* back again. Such "occasionaldrunkment it gives rise to is quickly disHereafter, persons convicted of sel- ards," when their repeated falls are
placed by nervous depression, and ling liquor to a minor will be sent the result of temptations which
The habit
loss of strength.
to jail. We give you ten days as a prove too strong for their wills, are
of drinking spirits leads rapidly to warning, but in future heavier sen- to be pitied. But there are some of
alcoholism ; but the drinks said to tences will be imposed."
these men who, in their sober periods,
be hygienic (wine, cider and beer)
make themselves very prominent in
also contain alcohol, and there is
temperance societies. They are not
NOTES.
TEMPERANCE
here only a difference as regards
satisfied to remain plain members.
Men in charge of printed souvenirs They aspire to the honors of office.
the amount of this ingredient.
which
arc
called
appeThose drinks
of Catholic affairs should endeavor The higher they climb, the greater is
vermouth,
bitters,
to keep the liquor advertisement out their fall and the more deplorable
tizers (absinthe,
the
most
are
of them. It is certainly not edify- the scandal they give. Knowing
aromatic liqueurs),
besides
contain,
they
ing to note the injunction, "Be sure their liability to fall, they should be
mischievous, as
are
violent
to patronize our advertisers," when
alcohol, essences which
of
The habit con- among the advertisers are men enpoisons.
suming alcohol leads, to say the gaged in promoting drunkenness.
least, to the hospital; for alcoholism
Temperance men may " resolute
produces the most varied and the
inthe cows come home about ob?paralysis,
till
most fatal illnesses
liquor advertisements in
noxious
complaints,
liver
sanity, stomach and
frebut the proprietors
papers,
the
most
Catholic
dropsy; it is one of
need not worry
of
consumption.
papers
of
such
quent causes
reason for this is
The
fever,
pneumonia,
themselves.
typhoid
A case of
generally are
unmen
temperance
would
leave
that
erysipelas, which
of the Cathkills
patrons
rapidly
good
not
such
man,
harmed a sober
It washes away offending and fermenting
\ matters,
cleanses and refreshes the entire
1
opinion
as
to
make
their
Neglect
alcohol.
press
olic
the consumer of
alimentary canal, prepares the stomach to
/
It contains
of the laws of hygiene in parents in the conduct of Catholic papers of \ receive and digest proper food.
or poisonous drug; has been
I
no
narcotic
if
one
or
way
;
children
much
the
consequence,
revenges itself on their
l used and commended by American
these survive the first few months, other. There are, of course, notable V physicians for over 58 years.
they are threatened with idiocy or individual exceptions ; but as a rule J At Druggists, SOc. and $1, or by mail from
epilepsy, or they are carried off a Catholic total abstainers, as such, ( The Tarrant Co. (BlsSst ) NewYork
little later by tubercular meningitis, are not noted for their loyalty to the
or phthisis. For the health of the Catholic press.
m
The sales of Sun Paste Stove Polish and
individual, for the existence of the
Rising Sun Stove Polish are constantly inThese goods are absolutely safe
creasing.
Talleyrand-Pekigokk,
dc
of
the
Count
counfamily, for the future
for use in the hands of anyone.
Middle
The
use
of inflammable stove polishes
president
European
one
of
the
most
of
the
try, alcoholism is
made by irresponsible and unscrupulous
commentmanufacturers
has resulted in frightful
Association,
Automobile
scourges."
terrible
burning accidents
The victims of these
polishes have, in some cases, died
ing on the recent disastrous automo- dangerous
of the burns after horrible suffering, and in
cases have been disfigured for life as
bile race in France, says: " I affirm other
A "NO-TREATING" TAVERN.
the result of the explosion of the inflammaterials contained in the polishes.
that no one should be granted a mable
high character and reputation of the
In New York, the first practical license to guide an automobile until The
house of Morse Brothers, and the well known
reliability
the goods they manufacture,
step in the "no-treating" crusade he has been medically examined. give a solidof basis
for the confidence of a
housekeepers
world of
who are using Rising
has now been made, and in the next The driver of an automobile must Sun Stove Polish and Sun Paste Stove Polish.
accident can result from their applicacouple of weeks " The Acorn No- have a sound heart and iron nerves, No
tion to the stove, under any circumstances.
This is a recommendation which commends
Treating Tavern " will open its doors and, before all, must not be given to itself
to all consumers.
BroadLast year's sales showed a large increase
on
somewhere
public,
to the
the previous year, and the sales for the
liquor." The count emphasized the over
first three months of this year have been
way.
assertion that even small quantities very much larger than the sales for the corresponding
period last year. This continual
The objects of the new no-treating of liquor deprived a man of that increase in business
is due to the high quality
goods
of the
manufactured by Morse
tavern are thus set forth in the pros- perfectly normal physical condition Brothers,
and also to the very neat and at
they put
tractive style of packages which handsome
pectus :?
*The packages are large and
necessary to drive safely an automo- up.
appearance.
in
The familiar trade-mark of
1. To eliminate private profit bile.
the Rising Sun has become a household word
everywhere the English languageis spoken.
from liquor selling.
experience, enormous facilities and
One of the greatest mistakes a Long
special processes have combined to build up
2. To divorce the liquor traffic
"
the deserved popularity of the Rising Sun
Dr. Floyd N. Stove Polish and Sun Paste Stove Polish.
from politics and to attack black- man makes," says
published
in
recently
Crandall, his
mail.
to JONES
Well,"
How to Keep
"Ifis he
3. To decrease the per capita book, "
do his work on stimulants.
ALL KINDS OF
consumption of liquors.
can not do his work this year withfrom
immorality
4. To dissociate
out artificial strength, can he expect
the drinking habit.
to do it next year? If he has not 147 Milk Street,
Boston.
Managers of the new tavern arc
Main,
Telephone,
strength
sufficient
do
work
al
4000
will
be
to
his
all to be teetotalers. Drinks
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For Agents This is The Best

Proposition Ever Offered.
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Buffalo,
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satisfied to remain just humble members. It is a great mistake to place
such men in prominent positions.
Colleges and Academies.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, N. H.
c»OAKI>ING
SCHOOL for yotmg ladles.
Please send lor catalogue to
*-»

The Mother Superior.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses,
For circular address

THE SUPERIOR.

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY,
Brighton, Mass.

Boarding and Day School for Young Ladies.
For further particulars apply to the
SISTER SUPERIOR

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley HUls, Mass.
Academy, situated In the suburbsol
Boston, Is only a few ndles from the city.
It Is on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location Is one of the most

THIS

healthful and picturesque In New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The currlculum of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
to
Slater Superior.
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of Band 14.
The object of this school is to give such a general eiucatlcn as will fit pupils to enter colege.

. ..

'

FRANKLE,

INSURANCE.

The UNIVERSITYOF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAnE, INDIANA.
Classics, Letters, Economics and History.
Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law.
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
ing, Architecture.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial
Courses. Ecclesiastical students at special

Rooms Free, Junior or Senior Year, Col.
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uAsmtong urselves.
Conducted by AuntBride.
So many stories come to Aunt
Bride of family quarrels, so many
girls write her of unbearable home
the stories make Aunt
relations
Bride inexpressibly sad. Home
ought to be the one place where
thoughtfulness, kindness, the little
pleasant expressions of lovingfriendliness are the unvarying rule. Instead, the home, in too many in?

stances, seems to be the one place
where people feci themselves under
no obligation to be ordinarily polite.
Girls are as great sinners in this respect as their brothers. Perhaps
one of Aunt Bride's girls tosses her
head and says she has just as much
right to do as she pleases as her
But, my dear girl,
brother has.
that is one of the false notions of
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towards making the homo a pleasant haven of peace, instead of the
prize ring it has developed into.
It is not so much to do either, it
She must
seems to Aunt Bride.
simply be as polite to her "own" as
if guests were present. That means
that she must never lose her temper,
and say spiteful things. That is
something she certainly would not

of Band Bills, Gaelic Leagues and

Industrial Revivals. The United
Irishman says:?
The birth-rate in Ireland continues
to decline. For the quarter ended
March 31st, the rate was 0.4 below
the average rate in the corresponding quarter of the ten years of 1893-1902. The cause of the decline is
to be found in thatemigration which
do if a stranger were there. She is denuding the country of the
must suppress her inclination to young and virile. From New Year's
complain and find fault. She must Day up to the 30th of April, 12,671
threemake it a rule never to make fun of emigrants quitted Ireland
and
vigorous.
any member of the family. To fourths of them young
laugh and be merry is a bonnden The number exceeds that for the corduty ; but to make the shortcomings responding period of last year by
and peculiarities of members of the .">24. Some went, no doubt, because
family the butt for rough jokes it has become a custom to emigrate,
is unpardonable, and one of the others to escape the monotony of
?

greatest causes of lack of harmony.
Then she may make a point of never
criticizing the others' dress. We
arc all of us sensitive about our
which you must rid yourself at once, clothes, and we don't like to have
if you wish to fill your proper mis- their unbecomingness pointed out
sion in the world. Nobody has a even by OUT friends. Besides, dress
right to do as he pleases, if what he is largely a matter of taste. What
wishes to do harms somebody. We one likes, another may not. And
have to live with people unless we she must disabuse herself of the beturn hermits, and one of our very first lief that it is her duty to point out
duties is to our neighbors. Polite- the unpleasant truth. Even true
ness, consideration for others, you things may very well be left unsaid
see, has its foundation in that great- sometimes. Many girls make a point
est of all the commandments, which of seeing too much, and always the
we are obliged to observe if we are wrong things. They see faults and
Christians. Another thing to which blunders, and overlook the pretty
Amnt Bride wants to call the atten- things. The girl who docs her share
tion of her girls is the fact that, in to make home what it ought to be
this matter of harmony in the home, is quick with sympathy for young
much depends on the example set and old.

She is ready with smiles

by daughters and sisters. If the
girls are gracious and loving in
their relations with their own, the
others fall in line after awhile. Unfortunately, there arc girls who are
extremely polite, ready to say pleasant things, anxious to do favors for
others, and to be agreeable and
entertaining when -they are in company, but when they are at home !?
they don't mind saying the rudest
and unkindest things to brothers
and sisters. They find fault with
mother's and father's old-fashioned
ways. They criticize and bring up
all the stock subjects of dispute,
they ridicule the shortcomings of
the others. In short, they do their
share to make home so unpleasant
that all the younger members go
elsewhere for amusements.
Now when a girl comes to Aunt
Bride and says that her home life is
so unbearable that she simply can't

and little unselfish services. She
doesn't stop to reckon whether the
others are contributing their share
or not. She keeps her mind on her
own duties. She talks only of pleasant things, and tactfully shifts the
conversation when it gets around to

stand it any longer, Aunt Bride
doesn't always know what to advise. Possibly it may be too late
to alter affairs in that particular
home.
It is pretty" difficult to
change people after they are grownup and their characters and habits
formed. For a girl to leave her
home and go among strangers, except from absolute necessity, is so
serious a matter, however, that it is
always worth while making another
effort to reduce the situation to
something more tolerable. There is
always one thing a girl may do.
She may see to it that she adds
nothing to the general unpleasantness. She may do her active share

gression, and readiness to express
sorrow is an indication of nobility
of character.

subjects which lead to wrangling.
She is careful always to say "Please"
when she asks even the youngest
child for anything, and she always
says " Thank you " for the least service. She never, under any circumstances, takes even her intimate
girl friend into her confidence about
family affairs. She is quick to
apologize whenever she has hurt
anyone's feelings. There are people who say as if it were something
to be proud of: " You never catch
me hogging anybody's pardon !"
He apologize ! Wonder what they
take me for!" Hut politeness demands a full apology for any trans-

rural life in Ireland?that monotony
whichafflicts a people who cut themselves off from their traditions and
become strangers in their own land
?but many were not willing, many
went who would have stayed had

WOULD YOU CARE
to be cured of stomach trouble, constipation, torpid or congested liver? Would
you like to be sure that your kidneys
are always in perfect condition ? \u25a0 Would
you wish to be free from backache,
rheumatism aud catarrh of the stomach?
The Vernal Remedy Company, 10 Seneca St., Buffalo, N. V., will send you
Free and Prepaid a small trial bottle of
their Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine,
which makes all of the above troubles
impossible. One dose a day of this
remedy does the work and cures perfectly, to stay cured.
There is no
trouble and but a trifle of expense to
cure the most stubborn case.
Every readers of the Boston Sacked
llkart Review who needs it may have
a small trial bottle of Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine sent Free and Prepaid
by writing to Vernal Remedy Company,
Buffalo, X. Y. It cures catarrh of the
stomach, flatulence, indigestion, constipation of bowels, and congestion and
sluggish condition of liver and kidneys.
For inflammation of bladdor and prostate gland it is a wonder worker.
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No doubt a proportion of
that money comes to Ireland from
those Irish in America, who help on
the extinction of their country by
sending over passage-tickets. But
they obtained suitable employment if these people realized the evil they
in their own country, and that they are working, they would still send
did not obtain it was, at least some- the price of the passage ticket to
times, their own fault. If some of their relatives to be used, not in deour emigrants sought as earnestly porting themselves from the counfor work in Ireland as they are ob- try, but in maintaining themselves
liged to seek for it when they emi- in it; and the money is, therefore, as
grate they would find it?not in all, much loss to Ireland as if it were
not even in most, perhaps, but cer- paid out here to the emigration
tainly in many cases. A young man agent. Yet this half million is only
wrote to us recently that he had a bagatelle when we estimate in
come to Dublin from a Southern money, on the basis of Mulhall's calvillage in quest of work, and if he culations, the loss sustained by a
did not obtain it "in three days" he country through the emigration of
would be "obliged to emigrate. her productive population. We lose
This young man never paused to re- at least 30,000 producers a year, and
flect that, after expending all his calculated in coin we
lose some £6,capital on getting to America, he -000,000 annually,
three-fourths of
would probably have to wait, not which goes to the United States to
days, but weeks and even months, which, nevertheless, we continue to
perhaps, before he obtained employ- believe we are under some kind of
compliment.
ment. His letter suggested to us a
calculation of the actual money carried out of the country by the emigrant. He pays at least ±'5 for his
Fast Twin
passage, £1 for certain expenses inScrew
country.

-
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cidental to the voyage, and must, by
American law, possess tO on arriving in the United States. He numbers over 40,000, and thus represents
an actual sum of half a million
pounds sterling, lost yearly to the
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IIOrishf nterest.
IRELAND STILL BLEEDING TO
DEATH.

issue of the Dublin
United Iris/iman is an article on
Irish emigration which is of rather
grewsome interest, just at present,
when there is so much hope of Ireland's age-long burden being at
least lightened if not entirely lifted.
Emigration still continues in spite
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HEART OF JESUS, ALL FOR THEE. would remain on board until the
morrow, when Mr. Keppele expected
BY REV. MATTHEW RUSSELL, S.J.
to have Mr. Rodgen to take us.
is
all
warfare,
young man,'' said he to me,
Life on earth
a
" And,relative
Foes within and foes without.
your
" ?for he had been
"told my story?"
"Jesus, Jesus!" Lo, the tempter
will doubtless reFlees before that battle shout.
lease
of
Mr.
you
Kodgers when he
In the fierce unceasing combats,
hears
from
me."
Let our tranquil war cry be
So we bade them good-bye, and I
Omnia pro Te, Cor Jesu!
"Heartof Jesus, all for Thee!"
am not ashamed to say that I cried
at this parting, brief as it was to be.
This shall nerve the arm that's weary,
This shall dry the tear that steals,
l!ut so did all, and, indeed, I saw
This shall soothe the wasting anguish
that Mr. Keppele and the farmer
Which the heart in secret feels.
were affected at our grief.
Ever in my heart 'twill slumber,
This girl," said the farmer, patOften to my lips 'twill start?
"
Cor
Jesu
I
Lena on the head, will look
pro
Te,
ting
Omnia
"
"All for Thee, O Sacred Heart!"
after the chickens and the garden
fruit and will drink plenty of good
Ah! not thus, not thus 'twas always;
Sinful dreams, begone, depart!
milk until thcrosescome back again."
Jesus shed His Heart's blood for me,
Early next day Mr. Keppele came
lie alone can claim my heart.
on
board in company with Mr.
God's pure eye, that resteth on it,
to whom he introduced us.
Kodgers,
Written in that heart shall see
He was a fanner of English descent,
Omniapro Te, Cor Jesu!
"Heart of Jesus, all for Thee."
a large built man of somewhat thin
features, reddish beard and small
All things, all things?hard and easy,
High and lowly, bright and dark- gray eyes. He seemed a man of few
Nought too poor for me to offer,
words, nodding to each of us as Mr.
Nought too small for Thee to mark.
Keppele told our names and conHealth and sickness, rest and labor,
with saying that the
Joy's keen thrill, and grief's keen tenting himself
sooner we settled things and set out
smart
Omniapro Te, Cor Jesu!
the better, as there was plenty to be
Heart!"
Thee,
All
for
O
Sacred
"
done at home.
All, yes, all. I would not pilfer
When we had signed the necesFrom my holocaust a part.
sary papers and a declaration which
Every thought, word, deed and feeling, Mr.
Keppele, who was a Justice of
Every beating of my heart,
the
Peace, read to us, the farmer
Thine till death! And then for ever
My heart's cry in heaven shall be? went to settle matters with the capOmniapro Te, Cor Jesu!
tain. In a little while we were be"Heart of Jesus, all for Thee!
ing rowed over to Philadelphia, Mr.
?From Altar Flowers.
Keppele chatting cordially with us
all the time, but our employer kept
Written for the Review.
silent, save that he looked at me on
RALPH ROHAN, TROOPER.
the way over and said " So you
BY PROFESSOR DAVID COTTER.
know Mr. Ducrois ?" to which I
(Author's Copyright.)
answered that I did.
CHAPTER VII.
Now," said Mr. Keppele when
"
N Madam," said Mr. Keppele, " sit we had landed, " you all have a long
you down here. The society is send- ride before you. Come with me and
ing bread and meat, and good and we shall get some refreshments."
fresh fruit on board. You shall have
We walked up through streets
a bottle of your country's wine, thronged with many people, citizens,
and, believe me, things will go well soldiers, sailors and negroes ; also I
with you and yours, for you are in saw some Indians. Put what surgood hands. Moreover, my dear prised me more than the sights was
madam, at the expiration of this the bracing effect of the air. It was
time you each will be entitled, clear and pure to the lungs, creating
under the establishment of William in my mind a feeling of independPerm, as laid down in his condi- ence and exhilaration.
tions, to fifty acres of land at the
We entered a tavern in which
nominal quit-rent of two shillings a was a great throng of people, among
year. Why, dear madam, in time whom I noticed English officers and
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

:

you, too, will sit under your own
roof-tree, and eat of your own bread

and drink your own wine?aye, and
help others to prosperity."
So did this good man cheer us and
make us feel that we had fallen in
with friends in this land of the
stranger, though we had met with
thieves at home. Nor did he content himself with this ; for when he
had seen that the passengers were
?erved with good food and drink, he
rejoined us and, with Mr. Schever,
sat down on deck and ate and drank
with us and laughed and talked of
the Vaterland till we forgot thatbut
a few hours ago we wondered if we
could find a friend in this new land.
Now, Mr. Schever had to return
to his home that evening, so Madam
Kirch and her daughters made preparations to join him ; Conrad and I
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behind another, with well-filled
baskets slung each side of the horse.
They seemed to be going to market,
but it was a strange sight to me to
see them thus.
Indeed, everything
seemed strange, and while my mind
continued in a state of receptivity,
it soon ceased to wonder at many

unusual things.
It was dark when we left what
even by courtesy could hardly bo
called a road, and drove across an
open field to the right. We had
traveled about twelve miles. We
found the house surrounded by a
clump of trees, inside which there
were two sides protected by a kind
of stockade. Afterward I learned
that in the time of Mr. Rogers'
father a stockade surrounded the entire house as a protection against
the Indians.
As the horses drew rein outside
the trees a man came running out to
meet us. In his hand he hail a tlaring torch, which Mr. Kodgers took
from him, saying
Donald, these are the men ; take

:

"

structor, or, as lie termed himself,
our praeceptor, bade Conrad attend
to a fresh boiling while he and I
went into another room with the refined tallow. Here I saw two long
poles laid from stool to stool and
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AGENTS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

them to the kitchen to help."
We followed Donald into the
house and stood staring at two pine
knots which flared and smoked on
flat stones in a corner of the fireplace. As my eyes were getting ac-

customed to the dim light of the
place, Donald, who had gone over
to the fire, turned round and looked
at us both. He was a grave-looking
man, with every mark of the Scotchman as

I later learned to know

them. He was dressed in a leathern

breeches, and had on a jacket made

of some kind of tanned skin.
Whence come you ?" he said

"

DOMINION LINE.
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Gibraltar. Genoa, Naples.
" Ireland,"
Your name ?"
Saloon rates, $60 upward; 2d Saloon, »50
"
I
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sir,"
"Rohan,
Sailing list and full particulars of
ptraenomenV
Et
DOMINION LINE, 77-81 State St., Boston.
« " Ralph."
Ireland Eheu ! and you you
Bell Company,
"
/f\ Meneely
tt.Z* ft *« RIVER »T.
177 BROADWAY,
are German ?"
N,
NIWVORK.
V.f
ISP4U
iff?Ka
Manufactur* Supoior
from
sir;
Kirch,
Conrad
CHIME-SCHOOL a OTHER
Yes,
CHURCH.
tJES&fI&t
"
Germany."
He looked at us in silence and
then said :
"Take off your coals; we shall
make many candles tonight. As
Seneca says, ' longurn iter est per
praecepta, breve et efficax par exernpla.' 1 Watch me and do as I tell
gentlemen evidently well-to-do. Mr. you." So saying he went to the
ON E Z TKUMS.
We are making a hit with our Baby Carriage
Keppele led us quickly through, and pots that were boiling over the fire offer.
out into the yard, where there were and, peering in at the contents, betables and chairs. We seated our- gan to sing in a high, droning voice
selves and partook of bread, meat,
" Wife, make thine own candle,
Spare penny to handle,
Si.OO
fruit, and washed all down with good
Provide
for thy tallow ere frost cometh
Mr.
\u25a0 Per Week
first
I
ever
tasted.
I Down
cider?the
in,
an
and
in
half
returned
Rodgersleft
And make thine own candle ere winter
REFRIGERATORS
begin."
hour, saying that the wagon was in
1.00 Dowd,
1.00 Per Week.
the street. So we bade good-bye to
Calling me over he handed me a
Everything to Furnish a Home on Easy j
Mr. Keppele, who gave us his ad- wooden ladle and directed me to I
Terms.
dress, and soon were seated on some skim off the contents of the pots
bags in the wagon, with Mr. Kodgers into another which he gave to Conin front driving the horses. After rad to hold. I saw that the pots
Successors to C. H. ROBINSON & CO.
some time we came to a redoubt or were half filled with boiling water
Dock Sq. 14Q WaShJngtOnSt. Adams Sq.
fortification, where we were stopped and melted tallow.
Having reby some soldiers who, after some moved all the tallow, the water was
JSJL,.
uJHsw
parleying with our employer, per- emptied from the pots and more
Wh'[HE AIL USEFAILS.
Wl
M
mitted us to go on our journey.
to
tal(
boil,
into which the
toj Best uuiih
put on
>' Syrup. TsmtsmiiooA. DnH
g|
in tune. E-olfl fry dr'iggipt:*.
S3
As we left the city behind we low was again put for a second
were passed by women riding horse- scalding and skimming. When this
Please men tlon Review
back, sometimes one woman seated had again been drawn off, our in?
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across them, placed at regular inter- know a little Latin?if not skilled in
vals like the rungs of a ladder, music. It shall be my pleasure to
smaller sticks
Donald called teach you more. I know not what
To
candle rods.
each of these was favors Fortune has for you. She has
attached a number of wicks, which played me some sorry tricks, of
he instructed me to dip in the tal- which I shall tell you."
( To be continued.)
low and replace on the poles. Each
by
in
turn,
dipped
row was
its
and
the time I had reached the last one
the first had cooled and hardened.
Instructing me to dip slowly, so
that they would not cool too quickEASIER.
ly and become brittle, he returned WE SHOULD TAKE LIFE
Dr. Oliver T. Osborne read a paper
to Conrad, and after some time came
with more tallow to replenish my at the recent convention in Washpot. Seeing that he looked pleased, ington of the American Therapeutic
I asked him if I had done well, to Society, in which he said
Several cases of late years have
which he answered
been
at work to produce all sorts
Quare ? esne defessits ? you have
kinds
of neuroses of the heart
and
done well? oj/time, mipuer. Thou
or
of the heart muscle, and
debility
sine
art a good candle maker
that
degeneration of the
to
hasten
dubio."
that comes normcirculatory
system
I am not very tired, sir," I said,
late
in
life.
ally
only
whereat he seemed pleased at my
The principal causes of this everunderstanding him, for he smiled
increasing
cardiac and arterial weakand said :
high tension of our daily
ness
are
the
When we finish these it will be
nervous strain of some of
life,
the
bedtime."
and autoThus while Conrad skimmed the our pastimes, as bicycling
in
and
not
the least
cities,
mobiling
pots, I made thecandles and Donald
constantly and recklessly
cause
is
the
directed us both. As I finished the increasing
consumption of coal-tar
second pot Mr. Rodgers entered the
for the relief of pain,
products
room, and, having looked at my
the omnipresent headPrayer!" and went whether for
work, said:
neuralgias.
for
simple
ache
or
back into the kitchen. I followed
We hardly realize this daily
and found Donald and Conrad
tension and its effect on our hearts
awaiting me. We were shown a
unless we analyze it. We rise on
place to kneel, and Mr. Kodgers
in the morning, whether by an
knelt, but said nothing for a long time
clock, by the call of a servant,
alarm
time. I supposed he was praying,
habit,
or
eat breakfast, and read
by
and I also prayed. But Donald sat
the papers on time, a clock in every
fire,
the
at
the
staring
away from
room, and a watch frequently in our
glowing wood which was burning hand. We then, on time, meet enlow. Then Mr. Kodgers began to
gagements, appointments, consultapray aloud, much of his prayer being
tions,
always and constantly carethat
for those engaged in the war
predicting
the amount of time
fully
God might strengthen the hands of that will be required and timing the
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the righteous and bring wrong-doers
and opposers of lawful authority to
a knowledge of the evil of their
ways. When he finished he left the
room without noticing either of us.
Donald turned to us and said :
" Come and eat; you are tired
and have worked well."
He set before us cider, some house
pie made of apples, with a very
hard crust, and some pumpkin
bread, coarse and unpleasant-looking, which he bade us dip in some
sauce that he called pumpkin sauce,
or, said he, " as some call it, pompion sauce ;" as we sat down before
the long, narrow boards which, laid
on trestles, answered for a table, he
said :

" We have pumpkins at morn and pump-

kins at noon,
If it were not for pumpkins we should
be undone."
Now," said he to me when we

"

had finished eaten, " tell me your
story?and how you came here."
So I told him, and twice had I to
tell him of my relations with Mr.
Ducrois, but I said nought of Alice.
" He is a Tory," he said, more to
himself than tome; "now, what to

.

do ?"
Then he listened in similar silence
to Conrad's story. When he finished he said :
There is one comfort?you both

"

next engagement by this decision.
We then carefully subdivide this

"

DON'TS FOR THE BABY.

Don't teach it to be afraid of the
Don't wake the baby up unless dark, or thunder, or of animals; a
necessary ; it makes it nervous?and child is naturally fearless, and it
a baby's first business is to sleep and ought to be encouraged.
Don't let its clothes get wrinkled
eat and grow. If it must be awakor hunched. This is uncomfortable
ened, do it by rustling a paper or by for a grown person, how much more
a very gentle touch.
for a baby!
Don't get it excited at night; it
Don't let it be kissed on the mouth.
should goto sleep quietly and calmly. Under the chin is a soft, safe place.
Don't give it more than one thing
The morning is the time for a frolic.
at a time to look at, and wait until
Don't jump it up and down, or let it turns its eyes away.
it bear its weight on its feet before
Don't speak loudly to it nor jerk
nature is ready.
it. Calmness and quietness are alDon't look cross at it. A mother's ways best.
smile is heaven to a baby.
Don't shake it, however annoying
" If we are in a car or vehicle may
it
be.
managed by some one else we often
Don't
let it go to sleep at night
receive the same real or needless
without
a gentle rubbing all over
shocks to our nervous systems or
the
hand at first, and when
with
We have
If
are
we
To examine our stock.
ailing
slight
hearts.
we
Father
the Boys
older
that
and
everything
with
a
llesh
brush.
to
and
still
relax,
signal
keep
nature's
need.
Don't
walk
the
floor
with
it
when
If
are
actually
we
up the pace.
We will convince you that we can
sick, unless we arc seriously ill, we it frets ; this does the child no real stiow you Better Quality, Better Style,
fio-ht and wrestle with the disease, good, and it soon forms the habit, Hetter Fit, than you have been getting.
whatever it may be, instead of and the mother or nurse has to suffer.
As to price, it won't be any more,
Don't be irregular about feeding. probably less, and you'll be so well satcalinlv giving up and allowing the
isfied with your first purchase that
disease to be temporary master of Animals are fed (or should be) regu- you'll
come again.
larly ; why not the human race ?
the ceremonies.
No person is perfect, but there are
Don't let it suffer for a drink of
A calm mind and heart will alWe have them.
"
cold water (not too cold, of course), perfect clothes.
expel
to
if
the disease,
low nature
and let it drink from a cup or glass.
acute, and will mitigate or obstruct It is said to be easier for the little
chronic disease until the last ram- uncertain lips to cling to the edo-e
part is taken and the last gun fired." than to a spoon.
'Washington and Elm Sts.

time, and note by our watches exactly how long we can discuss a subject. An appointment kept by the
other party even one minute late
makes us restless.
" During the day we rush up long
flights of stairs or take elevators that
go up with a rush and atop with a
plunge. If we drive, either horse or
automobile, by the carelessness and
haste of bicyclists or pedestrians our
hearts stop, jump or receive the
vasomotor contraction check from
the sudden anxiety lest we do an injury-
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SOME QUEER BRITISH PENSIONS.

A writer in an exchange says:?
The British pension-rolls at the
present time bear some of the most
extraordinary pensions ever paid by
a people whose elected representatives levy taxes and vote expenditure. A few instances of these may
be cited. Lord Rodney gets $10,000
a year for the reason that his ancestor, many years since, performed
good service for the State, and that
sum is to be paid as long as there is
to be found a male heir to whom the
title of Lord Rodney shall descend.
Earl Nelson is paid a pension of
$25,000 a year because his ancestor
proved to be a good sea-fighter a
hundred years ago,and that pension
is to continue while there is a male
heir to whom the title of Earl Nelson shall descend. Certain people
draw a yearly pension of 83,600,
which amount was included originally in a pension of $20,000 granted
by King William 111. to the Duke
of Schomberg and heirs toward the

close of the seventeeth century. The
Duke was killed at the battle of the
Boyne. Various portions of the
original pensionhavebeen commuted
or bought up by the Government,
leaving a balance of $3,600 which is
still paid every year.
A pension of $10,000 was granted
by William 111. in 1694, to his friend
Henry dc Nassau and his heirs and
assigns forever, in consideration of
many faithful
"Cowper
held the

services."

16
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N
aSensd onsense.
Parnel'sHumor.

Writing of Parnell and His
"
Critics," in theLondon Daily News,
Mr. E. Haviland Burke gives an instance of the "grim sardonic humor"
of Parnell, which sometimes "contributed to his reputation for callousness":?\u25a0
"Some lady friends of mine witnessed a most amusing scene at a
conversazione organized by a Women's Liberal Association during the
period in which English Liberals
and Irish Nationalists were working

together. With infinite trouble he
had been persuaded to attend. A
somewhat fussy lady enthusiast insisted on his being introduced to
her. After the usual commonplaces,
she gushingly expressed a hope that
there would be no agrarian outrages
in Ireland in the coming winter.
"Parnell could not resist the temptation. He smiled placidly at his
questioner, and said, after a pause,
' I?er?l'm afraid not.'
"It is almost needless to say that
the poor lady took it seriously, and
retired in horror-stricken confusion."

I

seven I

\u25a0

mtne day I

I
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I is made and sold I
Leading Dealers sell them everywhere as the Standard.

Wm

noticed one old graybeard who
Sadie was eleven, and Alice
was greatly impressed, laughed at seven. At lunch Alice said:
I
the jokes, and applauded the points. wonder what part of an animal" a
Later the same man also spoke; and, chop is. Is it a leg:" "Of
course
though Mr. Golden could not understand his Swedish, he determined to not," answered Sadie. " It's the
jaw-bone. Haven't you ever heard
return the compliment, and applauded vigorously. Finally, a man of animals licking their chops?"
in the row behind leaned over and
whispered to him, "Do you know
Two colored women met on the
what he is saying?" "No: I really corner, and the following dialogue
can't understand a word."
took place; " Hollo, Liz! Wha' yo'
Mb. Richabd Golden was speak"Then I'll tell you, for your gwine?"
ing to Scandinavians during a Con- guidance, that he is translating your
"Iain'tgwine nowha': I'se jes'
gressional campaign. Mr. Golden speech."
bin wha' I'se gwine."
«??

1

"35 YEARS A S T A ND AR D "P1A NO."

Lord

title to draw fourfifths of this grant in the year 1853
when he surrendered it to the Government for a lump sum of $200,000,
leaving the remainder of the annuity
amounting to nearly $2,000 in force.
In the year 1887 the payee of this

remainder was a thrifty Israelite?a
Mr. L. L. Cohen. Up to about half
a century ago the Dukes of Grafton,
Richmond and St. Albans had been
drawing enormous revenues from
franchises originally granted their
ancestors, the first dukes of the
name, by Charles 11. simply because
they were his illegitimate children.
They finally commuted their annui-

ties for a large amount in consols.
But there is still in force a small
pension of which Charles 11. was the
grantor. It amounts to about $310
a year, and went to the Officer of
the Ripe." The Duke of Grafton was

"

the original beneficiary and the duke
of that name sold the title to the
pension in 1798 to a Mr. Harrison
who died in 1835. The office of
"Officer of the Pipe" has no existence today, and practically never
had an existence, but the law officers
of the crown have pronounced that
the money must be paid for all time
or the title of the payee must be

purchased by Government. Such
pensions as these are a travesty on
equity.
Mothek.?You are at the bottom
of the spelling class again, are you,
Dorothy ?
Dobothy.?Yes, mummy.
"How did it happen ?"
« I got too many Zs in scissors."

.
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Attachments
Instrumental Piano:
it imitates
A special feature of the

?
njnnf, is a representative Wing style, being our concert
I1IS riallyj grand, with longest strings, largest size soundboard and most powerful action, giving the greatest volume and
copperpower of tone. It has 7% octavos, with overstrung scale,registers;
and treble
wound bass strings; three strings in the middle
and
top
Vrestpiank, "dove-taiied"
up" end case construction; extra heavy metal plate; solid mapleframe;
pedal action; ivory and ebony
Canadian spruce sound-board: noiseless by
our special tone-regulating
keys, highlypolished; hammers treated
device, making them elastic and very durable; grand revolvingfall-

bottomframe.Huiit-
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win* figured mahogany, genuine
quartered oak, and ebonized; ornamented with handsome carved top
mouldings and hand-carving on the music desk, trusses, pilasters,
and bott Gm frame.
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We refer to over 36,000 satisfied purchasers in every part of
the United States. WING PIANOS are guaranteed for 12
yearsaKainst any defect in tone> action, workmanship, or
mate a1
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direct from
original instrumental attachment has been patented by us,
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